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3
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-14
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> 1 PROCEEDINGS
^

2 JUDGE BLOCH: This is Judge Peter Bloch,

3 chairman of the licensing board for Comanche Peak. The
e

4 purpose of today's conference is to handle certain

5 scheduling matters. The ones of which the chairman is

6 most acutely aware is the scheduling of evidence

7 concerning plant documents and the CAT team, that's the

8 scheduling of the filings of findings on those issues

9 or a discussion of what is open on those topics as

10 well. The schedule for filing welding findings.
-

11 Questions concerning summary disposition, including

12 what the staff's schedule is for filing of such

- 13 matters, and what CASE's schedule is and what the

~

14 outstanding discovery matters are that may impact on

is CASE's schedule.

16 I would like to say at the outset that there

17 was some question raised in a letter to the board about

18 an informal ruling made by the board in an ex-party

19 conversation with Mrs. Ellis, in which we extended the

20 dealines which have been set.- I would like to state

21 that the principal reason for acting in that manner at

22- that time is that the board is concerned about the

23 overall schedule in the case, and won' t be able to take

24 absolution on the summary disposition motions until the

25 staff has filed its responses. We therefore saw little

I BH
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i to be gained by enforcing the earlier set deadlines

with CASE.2

3 Having said that first, let me ask if there

4 are other matters to be added to the agenda?

MS. ELLIS: There were several items that I
5

mentioned in the record conference call of July 23rd,
6

which I listed at that time. Do I need to go through
7

those now?8

JUDGE BLOCH: If they are in addition to what
9

I just stated, please. If they are already included,
39

you don' t need to.ij

MS. ELLIS: Alright. Included directly,
12

indirectly, is the issue of the A & I or authorized
s 33

nuclear inspector information. We also mentioned#
i4

protective coatings, motion for summary disposition.
, 35

ig - JUDGE BLOCH: What about it, summary

disposition, generally, is on my agenda. What about
17

18 protective' coatings'is special?

MS. ELLIS:- Well,-I think we can cover it
ig

under the general tactions then. I had.it as a separate
20

~

item on my list.21

2'2 JUDGE BIOCH: Is the A & I related to

discovery motions that are pending?23

MS. ELLIS: It could be related to several of
24

. , .

25 them.

EH-
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- 1 JUDGE BLOCH: So that is also included in the

p 2 agenda.
-

, MS . ELLIS: Included, again, indirectly is the3 '

4 answer to CASG's motion, or CAS5's request for

5 information and document. The 21st said, dated June 7.

6 JUDGE BLOCH : Yes. That is a another discovery

7 matter.

~

8 MS. ELLIS: Right. Another discovery matter

9 would-be the (inaudible) regarding our July 4th

io informal discovery on the drug related termination.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: I don't think that the

12 MPPlicants have answered on that one yet, is that

' .13 correct?

'

14 MS. ELLIS: That's correct.

' JUDGE BIOCH: Mr. Horin, is that correct?15

16 MR. HORIN: That is correct. We are prepared

17 to provide a response at this conference call.

18 JUDGE BLOCH : Okay. We had already asked on

19 . that matter that the staf f respond to the substance of

20 that matter when it makes;its reply. Or, files its

21 response. Mrs. Ellis, is there anything else. Most of

22 these matters seem to be included already, except for

23 that drug related disc ~rery.

24 MS. ELLIS: I believe that most of them are

25 indirectly, at.least involved with the others. There is

(~jBH
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'

i one other matter, I believe I had mentioned in the off

2 the record conference call that we had just received

3 one set of the Signa Four Volume III phase report. We

4 had asked for. additional sets for Mr. Walsh and Doyle.

We haven' t received those yet, but they are in the5

6 process of. preparing them in getting the conclusions.

7 We do anticiphte that we will be asking for discovery

possibly on some of-those items as well.8

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Horin. Is there9

anything else that the applicants would like to add?ig

MR. HORIN: One other matter which we would
ij

like to add is the question of proposed findings on'

12

matters other than welding, specifically the proposed
13

findings on CAT and tenatively discuss the proposedy

findings on Signa Phase I and II. That is the only
33

ther item that we would add.16

JUDGE BIOCH: I had thought, I'm not sure how37

18 we can go directly to findings on Signa II. Signa I &

39 II,. that is the completed one. Do we still have the

staff's schedule on responding to that?20

MR. HORIN: My understanding is that they are
21

22 getting close and1 I| thought it would be worthwhile for

the parties to discuss the schedule premised on the23

dimension of the staff (inaudible).24

25 - MS. ELLIS: I ani not sure that I can discuss

' BH
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>

that proposed schedule at all without discussing itv 1

t

2. first with Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle. I hadn't

t

3 anticipated that it would be included today.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Why don't we just have

5 Part of that discussion and conclude it at some later

6 time. Let's start out with the parties discussions of

7 the status of the issue of documentary, excuse me, the

8 adequacy of documentation, and even more broadly, the

9 status of the CAT team matters. Mr. Horin?

MR. HORIN: I discussed this briefly this
10

mornine with Mrs. Ellis. Pursuant to the board's
it

conference call on Monday, that the parties get
12

together and try and work out some, at least their13s

; <

14 positions or some way to handle this. I think it would

be best for Mrs. Ellis to present what her position was
15

this morning and we can respond to that.16

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that acceptable? Mrs. Ellis?

18 MS. ELLIS: Yes, I think so. I would like to
,

ig have a chance to respond to anything that the applicant

20 might say following that.

21 MR. HORIN: Of course.
,

22 MS. ELLIS: I would state that right now is a

little diff'icult time for us to be getting into this23

matter because raany of the people who have information,24

25 which we believe is very pertinent and very substitive,

(]BH
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b 1 rearding these documents as a records r*ieval system

2 and documentation, were at the current tinie in .h e

3 process of getting depositions or helping push for

4 depositions which are ongoing as intimidation hearings.

5 We have not had an opportunity to state at all with

6 several of these witnesses, who I believe will have a

7 lot of information that we will need to pursue this,

e especially on discovery.

9 We think that the first step to the discovery

10 on the motion for, the motion to answer on the

it applicants on this, and I wasn't sure how the board was

12 treating this, if they were treating it as a motion for

,- 13 summary disposition on. the 8500 steel matter. So, it ;

,

14 would be helpful if the board clarified their thinking

15 in that regard.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, as I recall, the applicants

17 have a written filing on the board's question, is ' & 't

18 correct, Mr. Horin?

19 MR. HORIN: Yes. On the specific questions

20- that the board asked in January 30, I believe,

21 memorandum regarding particular documentation for

22 records retrieval.

' JUDGE BLOCH: Now,'that comes forth in context23

24 of an issue that was raised by the CAT team and has not

25 yet been resolved through ' findings. So, I was not, the

3BH
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1 board was not planning to reach a decision on that'"

2 divorced fror other matters related to documentation.

3 MS. ELLIS: Alright. That is helpful. I think

4 that we would like to ask for...

5 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, could I say something

6 in response to the Board's comment?

7 MS. ELLIS: Surely.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Please.r

9 MR. HORIN: Our understanding to that is to

10 the Board's question that arose at the result of the

11 Board's Pike visit. We believe that a separate matter,

12 not directly related to the specific CAT issues. It is

13 something that would not be subject to proposed
a

14 findings, per se, we were providing a response to the

is board's question, and I believe the board said that it

16 would seek our response and determine whether

17 additional actions by the party were necessary. There

18 was nothing that tied it specifically to CAT.

19 JUDGE BLOCH : Well, as I understand it, the

20 CAT team raised a question as to whether it had been

21 inappropriate for the applicants to change over from

~ ?2 NCR's ; co the punch lists on IR's. I think we just

:i3 considered that to be part of the adequacy of the

24 record on that: other irsue. I don' t really see why you

25 should reach a separate issue bn'that one aspect of it.

'( )BH
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MR. HORIN: Two points. One is that the scope/ 1

of the board's questions were far beyond that. It had2

3 to do with retrieval of records, and where records are

4 stored, what t.he systems for storing records were.

JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah. BUt, I don't see that as
5

6 being beyond what the CAT team was talking about.

Because, when we got into their reason for giving the7

IR's were enough, the staff began discussing how they8

were identical, and the way they were controlled with9

the NCR's. One thing that the board still doesn' t
10

understand about, and I am not sure that the record is'
j,

complete on, is that the deficiencies on the IR's punch
12

lists, don' t have numerical, unique numerical numbers
13

-# attached to them which would seem to interfere somehow34

with the same degree of being able to trac k them as the
15

NCR's.
16

Now, there may be just a matter that you can
37

resolve with proposed findings on the CAT team18

testimony. It may be in the applicants mind that is
39

resolved, because you are convinced that the testimony20

resolved all of those things.
21

MR. HORIN: I'm sorry. We don' t understand the
22

board's point, specifically how that questions the IR
23

and the NCR relation to the board's records retrieval74

memorandum. The board's record for similar memorandum25

^ BH
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_). i originated as a question that the board had, that came

2 up as the board made a site visit during the hearing

a back in June of last year.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Of particular concern was if the

'S applicants were able to retrieve IR information from

6 the system as NCR's. If we knew that they were able to

y easily retrieve IR information because it was readily

available, that would go a long way towards8

9 demonstrating that the systems were being controlled

well.in

The real question is how well those punch
it

list items are controlled at the stage in which there
12

are deficiencies that must be corrected.13

MR. HORIN: The question of retrieval of IR's,'

y

the question that the board was just talking about a15

16 second ago. The various attributes of IR, in terms of

17 Appendix E criteria, as it relates to NCR, and the same

18 sort of attributes. It was not something that was in

19 the scope of records and retrieval.

20 JUDGE BIOCH: No. What we considered records

retrieval matter to be related to the CAT team matter,
21

22 as to whether these were equally accessible. If we had

found, for example, that there was a high degree of23

24 retrievability of the IR's, we would have been

25 satisfied immediately that you had a good system. You

^ ,BH
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; i are keeping them all on the computer. You can get them

2 automatically. That was the kind of thing that we were

3 looking for.

4 MR. IIORIN : But to the extent that the

5 question was retrievability, we believe we have

6 reponded to that question in our filing.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. So, all you have got to do

a is get the filings on the CAT team and you have
'

9 resolved the issues on the adequacy of the IR's. Isn't

there something that requires further evidence from the10

ij applicants' standpoint?

I am going to ask the staff the same thing in
12

13
a moment, also.

MR. HORIN: We will just have to check if you14

are asking whether or not the need for further evidence15

on'anything in the CAT. We would certainly have to
16

17 check. With respect to the narrow issue of

18 retrievability of IR (inaudible), we think that, that

19 has been adequately addressed.

20 JUDGE BIOCH: Okay retrievability. But, you

weren't at that point addressing the question of21

.22 adequacy and substituting the IR's for the NCR's. It is

a question of whether that was in compliance with23

24 Appendix B.

C 25 MR. HORIN: That something was not in

's BH
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1 submission, but it has been adequately covered on the

2 record.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: In the record...So, you are

4 ' confident you do not need further hearings on that

5 ' subject.

6 MR. HORIN: The staff at the hearingc on CAT,

7 by the CAT team itself, and by our witnesses, during

8 the CAT hearing.
o

9 JUDGE BMCH: Right. Even though we issu ed

to Part of our memorandum said that we weren' t terribly

comfortable with the staff's conclusion about theli

12 hearing. Do you remember the memorandum that stated

that?13

^

i4 MR. HORIN: The staff will have to respond to
-

that.15

JUDGE BMCH: Okay. Mr. Treby, does the staff16

17 need to put further evidence in on the adequacy of site

18 documentation?

19 MR. TREBY: I guess they have not focused on

20 that. I had read the Board's memorandum on the second

21 retrieval, which is LBTE4-8 dated January 30, 1984. I

22 had understood that memorandum to be one in which the

board asked the applicant to explain retrieval system.23

24 It is true that on page 4 of that memorandum, there is

25 a statement made by the board that says, "although the

1BH
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i board subsequently seems satisfied with the applicant's

2 explanation about these matters, we do not think the

3 record satisfactorily reveals how the staff arrived at

4 that position or whether it did an imperical check on

5- the adequacy of the applicants' answer. I guess the

6 question that you are now putting to me is do we intend

7 to supplement the record as to how we arrived at our

a position?

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah. Or whether something that

the staff has done since, in terms of an inspection ofto

documentation and is relevant to the conclusion of thatsi

matter. I think there have been some staff inspections12

that have focused on that matter.i3

-

14 MR. TREBY: That is correct, in fact, there is
c

is an ongoing staff inspection, due to the question on

documentation.16

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course depending on what you

r 18 found earlier, the ongoing study may or may not be

19 relevant. I don't know what the earlier findings were,

20 but I think we do have to know what the situation as to
,

21 the adequacy of the documentation. At some point, I
t

27 guess, we need some agreement among the parties as to

' 23 when we are going to hear CASE's witnesses on the

24 subject concerning intimidation of the documentation

25 personnel, and possible the effects that, that may have

. TH
~
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i had on the records.

MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, that matter is a
2

3 totally new issues. That would be a contention we think

4 that the board has made clear, that CASE needs to make

a demonstration of its cause for raising that question.5

6 The board made this clear back in February. The board

7 specifically told Mrs. Ellis that there was a need for

demonstrating good cause for raising that issue again.8

JUDGE BLOCH: Could you cite me to the point9

in the record for that?to

MR. TREBY: This is Stuart Treby. I think that
11

what Mr. Horin is referring to is the prehearing
12

conference that took place on February 15, 1984,
13O covering pages 9299 thru 9336. Our records show that on

:34

page 9331, the board said as followed. We will be open
15

for arguments in the future, but of course, we will16

require that a true showing of good cause be made as to17

is why we should prepare testimonies subsequently, that

was scheduled to be heard at the present hearing. That
19

20 was with respect to the testimony of Ms. Hatley that

21 was done by CASE.

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now you have refreshed my22

memory, and I understand. The question is only the
23

24 adequacy of documentation. Okay. That is right. We

25 would need good cause before Ms. Hatley could be

'
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( recalled. Because, the testimony was withdrawn..j_

MR. HORIN: Ms. Hatley's testimony had to do2

with most with intimidation and the adequacy of3

'documention. .The whole testimon'y was withdrawn.4

5 - JUDGE BLOCBt I understand. Why don't we just

concentrate on the direct evidence on what the adequacy6

of documentation is, based on what the applicants have
7

testified to, and what tile staf f is going to look at.
8

MS. ELLIS: Judge Bloch.9

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mrs. Ellis.
10

MS.,ELLIS: I would like to state that we
jj

fully expect to be able to make the showing of good
12

cause ne.cessary to either have this brought in as a
' 13

>

QA/QC contention, or as a new contention as the board"
34

wishes to handle it.
15

JUDGE BLOCH: Well, I think...
16

MS. ELLIS: We don't have that information37

L 18 until the ongoing depositions, and so forth,.aren't

.jg pleaded.

t-

JUDGE BIOCH: I don' t understand what the20

depositions have to do with that.
21

MS. ELLIS: -It is my understanding, and I
22

haven' t seen the transcript of this. But, it is my'

23 ,

s
understanding that some of the witnesses who are74

25 currently testifying, there have been information.

.BH q )
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_ i relevent to this particular issue. Again, I have not
'

2 seen the transcript of that. But, I do...

3 JUDGE BLOCH: I don' t understand how that

4 relates to good cause at this point. There had to be

5 some reason to withdraw Ms. Hatley's testimony, and

6 there is some reason for the delay since February,

7 getting to these matters.

8 MS. ELLIS: I think that we will be able to

9 explain that also.

JUDGE BLOCH: Alright. I would suggest that if10

ji you can, you can do it as soon as possible. Because,

the additional delay makes it harder to make a good
12

cause showing.- 13

"' MS. ELLIS: Alright._ja

JUDGE BIOCH: Okay. On the next matter. It is15

the scheduling of the welding findings. Well, I think
16

17 that before we get to that one, though, it woudl be

18 better to ask the staf f to comnient on its schedule to

19 responding to summary disposition matters, since I

20 think a lot of that af fects the board's schedule for
_

21 writing its opinions and efficiently completing the

22 case. Would you comment on that, Mr. Treby?

23 MR. TREBY: I would assume that you are now

24 talking about the summary disposition filings that the

25 applicant has made as part of the plan.

~ BHe x
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JUDGE BIOCH: Rig @ .-I assume, incidentally,
'

. s -

, . . . .
,u .

f. -
.

I.[ f , .' , / ' Mr. 'Horin', ' that we have the last of those. Is that
'

2
- . - i . , ,

'<
,

' '
~

3 correct?. *

e
_,

.
,

4 MR . IlORIN: Yes._,

;~>

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Yes, Mr. Treby.,e: e

e 6- s' MR. TREBY: Right. I am going to allow Mr.

* '

Mizuno, who has been dealing with this to respond to.. 7 ,

that. I would like to make one~last comment about theN 8
a .

E '* -g ongoing staff review that is current.ty underway under
%

the direction of Mr., Ibipolito.
' -

.
.

-

--:
3o7,

,

-
r. - ~ -, ., s

p As pprt,.oth that' ongoin,g review, they are-

m a,

-9-<

\ 100)ing?into documentation. I spoke to Mr. ImpolitoY
12

', x , , . e

--( / -jg 3 this morning |sE a<ig him what schedule he hid for"

., . *u ~
.

.
,

completion of that. He advised me that he has a letter,'',,- g
* 'y :,,

15 which 'he .was sending to the board , indicating to them|~. m

3 - i t s' that he has to update flissplans that.he has previously
/ de s r

17 submitted to the board on June llth. The problem as I.

s. .

' 18 understand it, was that his plan *was delayed in being
9 ..

,
"

a .
19 approved by this management. As a result, his review"

,

.

*m . f

20 team began a review on July 9th, which was
jx . > , .

s ~ . . . .
21 apprp~ximately a month later than ,he had planned for it

(- * -, . .
. , :. .

22 to begin-under the' plan Gat he,,nabmitted earlier.
j

N , . " As a result, he informed me that he believes23 _r

%*61s report is going to be coming out the end ofN 24.
,is9- s

'

September. I had asked him to give consideration to25 x

' ' -'lBH ,
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1 - what might be done with regard to the findings ont

2 documents and adequacy of documentation, etc. He has
.

3 indicated 'that he will give that consideration, but he

4 has not given me any assurances that, that will be done

4 5 before.the end of September.

6 JUDGE BLOCH : Okay. Now on...

7 MR. TREBY: Now, with regard to the motions

for-aummary disposition, Mr. Mizuno will address that.g

MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr. Horin.9

JUDGE BIOCH: Yes, Mr. Horin.
10

MR. HORIN: Judge, could you tell us whether.11.

Imp lito is for. the whole report, or for perhaps a
12

segment of the report. Wouldn't it be possible for himw- 13
)

34 - to segregate out.

JUDGE BIOCH: That was what we asked
15

yesterday. Mr. Treby said he...16

MR. TREBY: I had asked him that. He indicated37

is that he would look at it but he, you know, couldn' t

19 give me any assurances that that was possible, that the

20 date that I have given you which was the end of

September for the whole report.21

JUDGE BLOCH: Incidentally...22

MR. TREBY: I cannot give you any other23

information as to what these possibilities are,24

25 although I know he will be locking into that matter

r x BH -^-
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when they go back.again next week.j

JUDGE BLOCH: ' Incidentally, Mr. Treby, it is
2

obvious, although. Sometimes the things have not been
3

filed in that way. The question of adequacy of
4

5' documentation is a question of time line. That is, if

the plant-has adequate documenation that is being
6

completed now, but may not have been a year ago. That
7

may r may not have significa me. The board will want
8

some help in trying to address that.
9

MR. TREBY: Yes. We will.
jg

JUDGE BLOCH: Now. On the summary disposition
jj

deadlines._g

MR. MIZUNO: Judge Bloch. This is Mr. Mizuno.

)
As you know, there are two different subject areas

34

where-the applicants''have filed summary disposition
15

* ' 9
16

on pipe supports and in the design area.
37

JUDGE BLOCH: Hold it a second. This is off
18

19-
the record.

(Off &he record discussion.)
20

MR. MIZUNO: Should I repeat my remarks from
21

the beginning?
22

I:
JUDGE BLOCH: Please.

23

MR. MIZUNO: Okay. As you know, the applicants
'24

have filed summary disposition motions on two separate
25

.BH-
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i subject areas. By far, the l'argest number of motions

2 have been:in the pipe. support and piping design and

3 design QE area. However, there were two motions also

4' filed in.the coatings area.

JUDGE BIOCH: In what area?5

6 MR. MIZUNO: Coatings. Protective coatings.
,

7 JUDGE BIOCH: Alright.

MR. MIZUNO: I have Mr. Bachman with me now,8

and he, if it is alright with all the parties, he would9

like to go first and discuss that area, as far as the10

time for when the staf f would respond to the two3,

applicants' motion on summary disposition.
12

JUDGE BIOCH: Mr. Bachman.13^
/ K

MR. BACHMAN: Yes, Judge Bloch, I am here. The14

staf f . . . the two motions that are before the board , are
15

motions on near white blast ano the motion concerning16

p- maximum roughness, if I recall. I don' t have the

18 documents in front of me. They are back...

MR. HORIN: We are unable tr. hear Mr. Bachman.19

20 You are fading out.

MR. BACHMAN: I will stand near the speaker21

P one and raise my voice. The two motions in that reah22

that I am aware of, please correct me as I state tl73 .

MR. HORIN: Perhaps, you might be able to hook24

25 right up onto the phone directly, if one person at a

O BH
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n; i- time is talking.

MR. BACHMAN: I'11 pick the phone up. Hello.2

3 JUDGE BLOCH: That's better.

4 MS. ELLIS: Much better.

MR. BACHMAN: The two motions before the board5

that I am aware of, concern the near white blast and6

the surface preparation, maximum rough condition. The
7

Staff has responded to near white blast. I guess,L8

really the question now is when would the intervenersg

.have to reply to the near white blast issue. Second ofto

all, when would the staf f be required to, when would itn

anticipate from our side to respond to the second one.
12

That is what I percieve is before the board.
. 13
.

' )
JUDGE BLOCH: We' re waiting.i4

MR. B ACHMAF. : I came in very late, and I was
15

Presented to speak. I know we are working on the secondto-

issue, but I am not quite sure where we stand on what17

18 is happening here.

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay . You know you have toig

20 respond to those, . but you don' t know when?

MR. BACHMAN: We have responded to the first,
21

but we have not responded to the second.22

JUDGE BLOCH: .Okay.
23

MR. BACHMAN: And, as I said, I came in late
24

and I understand that we are trying to establish a.25

q BH
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) schedule for. responses.i

JUDGE-BLOCH: Okay. How about pipe supports?2

3 MR.;BACHMAN: Well, I am going to have to turn

4 you back to Mr. Mizuno. I am only involved,,

substinately in the coatings area, at this point. As5,-

6 far as the summary dispositions are concerned.

JUDGE BIDCH: Mr. Bachman.7

MR. BACHMAN: Thern is more.8

JUDGE BLOCH : Applicants have submitted their9

study on the lack -of necessity for quality control on;g

paint generally because you won't clog the sumps. Which
33

issue is that part of?
12

l MR. TREBY: This is Mr. Treby. That is a
33

'
document, I guess that they have submitted to the staff34

seeking soma sort of an exemption from the staff.
15

JUDGE BLOCH: On maximum roughness?
16

MR. TREBY: Not on maximum roughness, onp

18 whether or not coatings are a safety related matter,

and whether or not, and I guess that depends on whether39

the sump pump was to be af fected if the coatings fell20

from-the walls and got onto the floor and scmehow got
21

into the pump in some way.22

JUDGE BIOCH: I take it if the applicants wish23

to prevail with the staff on that matter, that governs24

these two other issues?25

r3 BHf
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a i MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman. We would just like

2 to make clear that it is not an exemption request. It

3- is. simply an amendment to the FSAR.

4 MR. TREBY: I stand corrected. It is an

amendment to the FSAR. If the applicants prevail, then5

6 it is no longer a safety related matter,_and T guess

7 these others matters are moved.

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. How, or if at all, will8

9 the staff fold that into these coatings motions?

MR. TREBY: As Mr. Eachman has indicated, we
10

responded to the near white blast motion. With regardn
,

to the maximum roughness, we are looking at that on the
12

.

assumption that we won' t know what the staff has done,13
.

)

y because we have to move on and respond to that. I don't

know what the schedule with regard to the staff ruling15

on the amendment request, although I do know that it is16

37 under active consideration and I would anticipate that

is they looked at some sort of a finding within the next

39 month.

JUDGE BLOCH: Is it your view that it is only20

21 of contention significance in this proceeding?

22 That is, if other matters come out in favor

of applicants, we don't have to worry about it?23

MR. TREBY: Yes.24

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that also the applicants'

NH
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feeling?i_,

MR. HORIN: Yes it is.
2

JUDGE BLOCH: I assume that CASE agrees with3

that?4

MS. ELLIS: I'm not sure.
5

JUDGE BLOCH: Please continue, Mr. Treby, or6

Mr. Mizuno on pipe supports.
7

MR. TREBY: This has now concluded all of theg.

motions for summary disposition and the amendments
9

dealing with coatings. We are now back to the pipe and
to

piping support motion.
3,

MR. MIZUNO: The staff has already responded

to more tne the summary dispositions motions and the
,. ,3

s
'

Board has ruled upon that.- We have also responded to
34

the 8500 Steel question.
g

MS. ELLIS: Sorry. I am getting terrible...I
16

.am having a hard time hearing. We seem to have the
j7

interruptions again.18

JUDGE BLOCH: The Chairman has the same
39

Problem.20

MR. MIZUNO: Can you hear now?
21

MS. ELLIS: Much better.
22

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.
23

MR. MIZUNO: Okay. I picked up the phone. I
24

will just use the phone from now on. The staff has
25

, y BH
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reponded to'one summary disposition motion which was oni

' ne half of the AWS ASME question which the board has
2

already ruled upon in the applicants favor. The staff3'

also responded to the 8500 Steel summary disposition4

m tion.
5

JUDGE BLOCH: That one...That one is fully
6

joined now, isn't it, Mrs. Ellis.
_7

MS. ELLIS: No sir.
8

JUDGE BLOCH: You haven't filed on the 8500
9

Steel yet?g

MS. ELLIS: No sir. We still have open items
,,

on that.

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. We will get to that in a
13-

;
'

moment.g

MR. HORIN: I disagree Mrs. Ellis,

* ' 9
16

moment. We are going to discuss that.
,7

MR. MIZUNO: I believe that we have received
18 ,

all but 'one of the remaining items from the applicants
39

plan. The one remaining item for motion that we have
20

n t received yet was represented to us as being an
2t

index of all the Walsh Doyle supports that were
22

-

presented back in September of 1982. I believe, they
23

are keyed Exhibit 669E. Attachments to that exhibit,
24

applicants indicated that they were going to give us an
25

BH-
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exhibit where, and what motion all of those supports3

would be addressed. I.have not yet received that.2

( J MR. HORIN: We are working on that. That is3

4_ not a separate. motion. That is simply an identification

5 f when the various motions and the different

G Walsh/Doyle supports nave been evaluated. So, it is not

7 a separate motion, it is fine. In that case, we have

g. . received all of the substantive motions for summary
disposition. After speaking with the staff personnel9

.

u) that have decided to work on this, my understanding

that we should'have responses for all the motions forgj,

summary disposition, except for one, get by August12

27 th .-- s 13

7UDGE BLOCH: .Is there a phase schedule forg

that, so that we can actually have some matters to15

16 - consider before we go into hearing?

.jy PR. MIZUNO: I have encouraged the staff

n3 people to finish'the-ones,' finish them up as soon as

p3 possible, and then turn them over to me. In

20 ascertation, we will be able to submit them. We are not

21 going to submit them all in one bunch at the very end.

22 We are not going to wait to the very end of the month

to submit them.23

24 I can think of one motion right now that we

25 are pretty close to being able to getting into final

|h C-93
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1 shape. What. remains is for myself to write up the legal

2 brief accompanying the affidavit. That is all. The

3 other half of the AWS ASME area, I can think of two

L 4 additional motions which are very close to cc:ur.g up

S too. That involves the friction, small thermal
e

6- movements, and ...

7 MS. ELLIS: I'm sorry. What was that last one?

8 MR. MIZUNO: Small thermal movements. Friction

9 forces through small thermal movements. At the summary

to disposition motion, that is for OBE and FSE. However,

it on the others, they are a little bit further away from,

12 trying to resolve them. As a matter of fact, the most

13 recent summary disposition motions are very complex. As,

'

14 you know, the applicants have the finite analyses and
L

15 the tests, and several different areas. I can say that

16 it is a trendmendous task for the staf f to go through
;

|-

17 it. We are doing the best that we can. I just want the

18 board to recognize that it took the applicants quite a

19 bit of time to do the work. I don' t think that the

20 staff should be given any less opportunity to review

21' the in depths of what the applicants did.

22 So, at this moment, I can just say that our

23 current schedule calls for everything except for one

24 motion for summary disposition to be filed by August

25 27th. The one exception is the upper lateral restraint.

^'sBH
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? 1 There we have retained Brookhaven labs to provide help

2 in the structural area. My understanding is that the

-a particular-people for Brookhaven who were retained to

.4 look at that motion were called off to work on

5 Waterford, which is a higher priority to them than

6 Comanche Peak, because they are, I guess, they are

7 ready to load fuel. So, in any case, they were pulled

8 of Comanche, and I believe there are now available that

-9 I spoke with Mr. Berwell, the project master for

10 Comanche Peak, and he indicated that he would be

ii getting in touch with the Brookhaven to see what their

12 status was, and if they were through with their work on

13 Waterford, to have them immediately begin work on the
)

14 upper lateral restraints motion.

15 I have not been able to talk with Mr. Burwell

16 af ter I spoke with him about that. This occurred

17 yesterday. So.in an effort to contact him, to see if he

18 was able to contact the case.

19 JUDGE BIOCH: Okay. Can the staff give a

20 preference on when it wants to file welding findings

21 and CAT team findings?

22 MR. MIZUNO: I believe I will let Mr. Treby

23 respond to that.

24 MR. TREBY: With regard to welding findings, I

25 think that the court had previously indicated that the

-- .BH:
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v i date for those would be August 20th. The same date as

2 the proposed findings on the intimidation matter. We

3 are doing everything we can to meet that date. At most,

p we would see a desire to slip it one week. That would4

5 be the most that we would need with regard to that

6 cubject which is the welding findings. As to the CAT

7 findings, in light of our earlier conversation with

8 regard to the adequacy of documentation and my

9 inability to know at this moment exactly where the

10 staff is on that one. I guess I don't have a date in

it mind with regard to the CAT findings.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: That one is the hardest for the

- $3 board to figure out. Because, where we left it at the

14 end of it, was that the staff was following up on the

is aspects of it. Therefore, there is a multiple weaving

16 road coming out of that. I am not even sure that I know

F 17 where that road goes in all cases.

18 MR. HORIN: My understanding is that the staff

19 has followed up on the open items and has filed their

20 report closing out those items.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, then.

22 MR. TREBY: This is Mr. Treby. With regard to

23 that, I would like to make the following comment. One,

24 it is true that following the staf f's testing report,

25 there was some inspection report that were put out by

NBH
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I Region 4, which followed up on some of the items.
3

However, we have already heard earlier in this
2

pr ceeding the CAT team was one of the impetuses, so
3

the staff seeking reasonable assurance, or traditional
4

assurance from the applicants which led to the CYGNA
g

data. I believe that Mr. Impolito has also looked at
6

the CAT team's findings in developing the scope of his
7

review team stuff. I think that while it is true, there

were some inspection reports from Region IV addressed
g

to some of the members of the CAT team, that there are
10

still other aspects of the CAT team report which is

being worked on.

MR. HORIN: 'Mr. Chairman, there is no reason
r

13s

to wait for Mr. Impolito's exercise on this matter. He''

g

may be duplicating that has already been closed out by

the CAT team, or by subsequent inspections of the staff
to

with no consequence to closing out findings on the CAT
3,

report itself.
ig

JUDGE BLOCH: Do you know whether or not it is
jg

feasible for the staff to close out the CAT report
20

itself without waiting for the Impolito findings, Mr.
g

Treby?g

MR. TREBY: I guess I don' t know the answer to

that right now. I can look into that matter and report
g

back to the board shortly.
3
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( -JUDGE BLOCH: We would appreciate that.i

MR. HORIN: I may have been spoken over by Mr.2

3 Treby. Our understanding is that the CAT report is

4 closed out, and it is not a question of whether Mr.

Impolito exercise be necessary to close it out. That is5

6 a separate matter from the staff's viewpoint.
,

JUDGE BLOCH: That is what Mr. Treby is going7

to report to the board about.g

MR. TREBY: I think that the CAT team is9

closed out. What I was indicating is that the, as ato

result of the CAT team report, that has reiteratedij

other matters, which are related to the CAT team
12

report, which I understood was interested in hearingn 13
.: $

about, such as the adequacy of documentation.~'

34

JUDGE BI.OCH: Well, we are on documentation,
15

but I am not sure whether, are the other matters,
16

matters that were raised by the CAT team,.andj7

is therefore, are open in the staff's mind to the extent

39 that they are still doing work on them. That is what I

20 would like.to know.
MR. TREBY: I guess that my point was that l'

21

do know that the' documentation matter is being looked22

at.23

MR. HORIN: But, our point is that, while that24

25 may be thorough, the CAT report has been closed out.

1H
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. t Mr. Impolito has been looking at issues that have been

2 closed out by this board and he has claimed a lot of

3 things. But, that doesn't help. The main consequence is

4 whether or not. the CAT report itself has been closed

out.5

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. To narrow the issue more

7 to suit Mr. Horin, who is correct in this respect, we

want to know when the staff can file findings on theg

9 matter raised at the CAT team hearings, and whether

there are going to be substantial open items when the10,

staff does file?i,

MR. MIZUNO: This is Mr. Mizuno, Judge. It12

seems to me that Mr. Treby's position is that one of13
i

g the items, with the consequence of the CAT was the"

CYGNA investigations. It was just a matter of them15

closing them out.16

37 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah. Well, of course, those

18 have to be closed out too. But, aside from CYGNA, where

39 the other matters are closed. Aside from CYGNA.and

20- documenation, where- everything else could be the

21 subject of findings and be closed.

22 Now, has the staff completed its presentation

on its schedule?23

MR. TREBY: With regard to the motions for24

25 summary disposition and the findings of fact, yeah.

m BH
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! JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mrs. Ellis. Would youi

P ease like to comment. I would state as a guideline,l2

3 we are hopeful that things can be arranged so that

4 CASE's filings will not further hold us up beyond the

5 staff's findings.

6 MS. ELLIS: I believe that we should be able

f 7 to meet the August 27th filing date indicated by the

8 staff with no problem, assuming that we do get the 180

9 documents. In addition, we do need at some point to

10 have a conference call with the applicants and staff.

ii We realize that is rather difficult right now, with the

12 - hearings that are going on, but we are to be able to

- i3 adequately address the more recent motions for summary

14 disposition. I think that we do need to have some

35 discussions, as we have had in the past, which resolved

16 some of our questions, and explained some of the things

37 we needed to know.

18 Also, there may be some discovery matters-

19 that we would need to have following those discussions.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Let's deal with the

21 discovery matters and request for conference.

22 MS. ELLIS: Yes.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: I couldn't hear the answer?

24 MS. ELLIS: Certainly.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: It was smothered by the

~ jBH
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3 electronics.

-2 MS. ELLIS: Okay.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Alright. Let's deal with the

4 discovery matters that are still outstanding, one at a

5 time, clearly specified so that Mr. Horin can respond.

6 MS. ELLIS: Alright. I guess the first thing

7 would be the information regarding the authorized

a nuclear inspection, or A & I which we have discussed at

9 some length. The board is aware that CASE has been

10 attempting to obtain this information, or rather obtain

11 permission from the applicants to use the information

12 obtained in the rate hearing, since late May. We

- 13 identified to the applicants in writing by the specific

14 numbers so that the other parties would not-know the

15 substance. On June 22nd, in CASE's answer, to

16 applicants' motion to compel E.nswers to applicants'

17 ninth interrogatory. On page 7 of that pleading, we

18 stated that we had discussed with Susan Spencer, and

19 applicants' attorneys, whom I believe was Bruce Downey.

20 Starting the intimidation matters, today, that CASE had

. 21 requested under question 11, updated by March 14th,

22- 1984,19th set of interrogatory. The access to the

23 rest of the A f. I SIS. records and FIS reports, and

24 related documents regarding the ANI's, we have not

25 heard anything from the applicants in that regard.

-'
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' )'_. 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Horin. What is the

2 status of that?

3 MR. HORIN: With respect to the documents

4 produced in the rate hearing, Mrs. Ellis has already

5 been given permission, or we have already communicated

6 to her that the matters that related to the

7 intimidation issues she could use. She has in effect
.

g .used them as A & I materials in the depositions for
.

9 them. With respect to other A & I material, we

10 .communciate to him previously, and stated on the record

I n' now, I believe that a demonstration relevant of any of
|

12 those matters to a standing issue must be made. And,

'

f, 13 that if Mrs. Ellis is unable to make that demonstration
~;#!'

14 of relevance, then it would be necessary to follow the'

.is usual-procedure for raising a new issue.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, two steps. First of

17 all,'is it important to admit an issue, or to admit

18 issues?-

19 MS. ELLIS: I believe so, yes.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now, the second step that

21 I will ask is whether there are important safety

22 matters that the staff ought to know about.

23 MS.*ELLIS*,' We believe - that both of those

24 things may be true.

"25 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Well,-lets answer the
.

- ABH e
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d3 first one first.i

2 MS. ELLIS: Alright. Do you want me to argue
b

3 this at this time? I'would prefer to do that in

1 4 ' writing. I ha.ve something that I have been working on

5 in writing in anticipation of this, eventually being

6 able to do this.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: It seerns to me that you

8 requested some information some-time ago. Are you

9 prepared to argue it right now.

MS. ELLIS: It will take some time. There is10

an awful lot of information, as we listed in our Junen

! 30th, 1984 request to applicants for admission. There12

s' 13 are over two full pages of specific reports, and we
i j

would like to summarize him. We would prefer not to do"

i4

l
'

it now. We can, I don't have all of them together in15

is the form I would like to have them to present.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's just give some examples.

18 Let's consider. You asked for a reason. You say that

19 they are relevant. Can you think of some key area that

20 they are relevant to?

21 MS. ELLIS: I want to be sure that I

22 understand now. I am not precluded in getting into the

substance of these matters and discussing them fully.23

24 Is that correct?

25 JUDGE BLOCH: -Mr. Horin, what do you say?

' ;BH
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i MR. HORIN: What is Mrs. Ellis's point?

2 JUDGE BLOCH: She wants to know about the

3 arguing of the elevancy of these matters. She is

4 precluded from referring to them.

5 MR. HORIN: That is finc.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: She can refer to them now?

7 MR. HORIN: Yes. In any argument here today.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: In this argument. Mrs. Ellis,

9 you may proceed.

MS. ELLIS: Alright. There are instances that,10

n I am not fully prepared to go into all of the details

of this at this time. I do have something almost12

13 finished in writing which I would like to submit to the
)

'
i4 board following the conference call, following my

completion of it.15

JUDGE BLOCH: Well, there must be at least one16

17 area which you consider to be crucial to something that

18 is pending. Let's start with one that is most

19 important.

20 MS. ELLIS: Alright. I am looking through my

21 notes now. One of t'ae matters that we plan to

22 immediately file to get into the record...

23 JUDGE BLOCH: This has to do with one of the

24 summary disposition motions. Will you tell us which

25 one?

TH'
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!
i MS. ELLIS: This one has to do with welding

2 findings, for the proposed welding findings. We believe

3 that this is a document which belongs in the record

4 regarding the. welding finings. Because, on February 17,

5 1984, and one of the SIS reports, a record -032, there

6 was an instance identified by the ANI which stated that
f

7 a given weld on a support in regard to interpass

8 temperature...

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Hold on a second. We have an

electronic problem here again. Okay. Continue. I am10

ii
very sorry. You were saying . . . the reporter was

bjecting that my buzzer on my phone was interfering
12

with his report. I am afraid you are going to have to- 13

.go back a couple of seconds. I could hear it, but it
i4

was difficult for him.j5

MS. ELLIS: Alright. This is in reference to16

37 an SIS, an SIS report.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. What is an SIS report?

MS. ELLIS: It is a report done by anig

20 authori?ad nuclear inspector. I am not sure what the

SIS stands for. Perhaps the applicants could help with21

that?22

JUDGE BLOCH: I don't think that is important.23

Let's figure out what is in it, and why you think it is24

25 relevant to one of the motions for...do you think it is

m EH
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, i relevant to welding findings?

MS. ELLIS: These resports and records by the2

3 ANI's which are called SIS reports and SIS records are

4 records for monitoring QA/QC programs by authorized

nuclear inspectors. This particular report 10-032,5

6 dated February 17, 1984 discusses hidden wells on a

7 support in regard to interpass temperature while

welding to imbed plate. The welder, Mr. Lopez, admittedg

that he did not know the thickness of the imbed plate9

he was welding to. Nor, did he pass the interpass
ig

temperature during welding. We think that this belongs
ij

in the record for several reasons. For one thing, the
12

timing of it is almost...at the same time, the
13~~

applicants' welding witnesses were testifying at an34

operating hearing, operating license hearing that
33

practically everybody they ever knew of or even heard
16

of always checked the heat input when welding.9

18 .The other reason that we think it is

39 important is, March 9, 1984, it is indicated that the

welder was retrained. The QC' department was instructed20

to monitor preheat and interpass temperatures two days21

a week, which was to be implemented by March 12, 1984.22-
7

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now~1et me ask, was this23

document ' improperly withheld, because of some discovery24

25 request that CASE had made?

xBH
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l
1 MS.'ELLIS: We believed that it sh.mtid have

d

2 been supplied a long time ago under discovery where we*

3 asked, I have to find that, just a moment.

4 (End of tape.)

,

5
t

6

7..

.

8

9

10-

11

12

r 13

'w])
14

15

16

17-

18

19

20

21

22

'

23

24

25
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1 MS. ELLIS: I can't locate the document now. I

2 think I have mentioned it in some previous filings. When we

3 had asked that, just a moment, I think I have it. I can't

4 find the document, it is CASE's Motion to Compel Applicants

5 to Supply Complete Answers.

6 I don't recall the exact numbers. I think it was

7 a series of interrogatory requests from about 17 through

a 20 or so. In that, we specifically set forth one of the

9 particular instances where we had asked for any reports,

10 evaluations and so forth by any contractors or subcontrac-

ii tors or others. We think it should have come in under that

12 and I think was dated initially back in 1980 or so.

JUDGE BLOCH: Any reports relevant to welding?13

14 MS. ELLIS: This was in general. This had to do

15 with specific audits or evaluations, anything along that

| 16 line is sort of what we asked for'in that particular

17 instance.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: And the specific wording was by
|

19 whom?'

20 MS. ELLTS: Let's see, by, I don't recall, if we
..

21 could take a short break, I think I could find the document

22 in question.

JUDGE BLOCH: Let's take a short break, couple of23

24 minutes at most.

25 MS. ELLIS: Thank you.
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Are we back on the record?
'

,

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.
2

MS. ELLIS: This is CASE's April 16th, 1984,
3

Motion to Compel Applicant's to Provide Complete Answers
4

to CASE's 17, 18, 19 and 20th sets of interrogatories.
,

p g , the page 12 and page 13, and page 14,
6

there.is a discussion of audits which have been performed
,

by insurers, such as Industrial Risk, Builder's Risk, etc.

on work done at the Comanche Peak plant. And also any out-
9

side or subcontractor evaluations, studies or audits which
to

have been conducted at Comanche Peak by subcontractors or

agents of subcontractors or by consulting firms or others,
12

Utc.
13,

! And we asked for those documents. We think thats g

they should have come in-under, under that particular-
15

question, if no where else.

JUDGE BLOCH: Which particular-part of it, the

others?
18

MS. ELLIS: Yes, I think that would be. Also,

I' don't know how things are handled with the ANI, whether

they would be considered contractors, subcontractors or

whatever, but that was cle of the reasons for the others,
22

whether they're consulting firms or whatever, I don't know
23

how they're channeled, exactly.
24

JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Horin, I am beginning

to form an impression that this matter will be complex
-

,
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i enough:that. we really ought to wait for Mrs. Ellis' specific

2 filing on it. How do you feel about that?

3 MR. HORIN: I think it's very simple. These SIS

4 reports are-simply inspections by the authorized nuclear

3 > inspector, they're not an evaluation, study or a report or

6 audit. /

And,inaddition,thk;authorizednuclearinspector7

8 is not a contractor'or subcontrattor, he's an independent

9 inspector who is out at the site.

J$DGEBLOCH:
Yeah, I think the argument on1

10

discovery is clearly correct t' hat you're making right now.
33

That it doesn''t flow within'the scope of the requests that
12

t

Mrs. Ellis is mentioning.
- 13

34 What I meant by complexity was, that she apparently

has a number of arguments that she wants to present. It
33

sounds to me like if we listen to them'for the first time16

17 on the call, it's just gonna take, be unwieldy.

18 MS. ELLIS: It certainly will.

MR. HORIN: So now, so the Board has ruled thatig

it's not a matter that it was within the scope of the20

discovery requests that she is ta3 king about now.21

JUDGE BLdCH: That is correct.22

MR. HORIN: Okay, now, with respect to the ques-23

tion of whether individual SIS's'. produced in a rate hearing24

25 may be relevant to existing issues. I would agree that it

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
Court Reporting e Depositions
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. I would be a long and tedious task to go through each of

2 those right now.

3 I would point out with respect to the one example

4 that she has provided now, that simply because the matter
,

5 relates to the interpass temperature, doesn't mean that

6 it's relevant to one of the issues that have been raised

7 on welding.

JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Horin, would it be appropriate,8

9 do you think, to ask that Mrs. Ellis submit her comments on

these documents to the staff so that the staff can attempt10

to identify for the Board whether it considers,the mattersii

that Mrs. Ellis is now worried about to be important safety12

matters that the Board ought to consider?
.i3

I

MR. MIZUNO: Judge Bloch?14

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.15

MR. MIZUNO: I think that if that is going to16

37 occur, it would not be sufficient for Mrs. Ellis to merely

18 Present her summary and her arguments about these reports.

These documents would also have to be, served along withig

20 her request to the staff.

. ' - JUDGE BLOCH: I agree. I was only suggesting the
21

summaries for the purpose of helping the staff to understand22

23 why Mrs. Ellis thinks that they're important.

MR. HORIN: Horin. I think what Mrs. Ellis24

25 should do is follow the path that I thought we were coming

m
!

s

.
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i .down to and that is file something that demonstrates whyi

p she thinks these are relevant, an outstanding issue.

J.
Ja If she wants to resolve the question of using*

,

,e

4 them in this proc.eeding, I think that's the most expeditious'

.

5 Path.

MR. MIZUNO: Yes, I think that probably would be6
/

/ "[ the best thing to do. Since the Board is ultimately going

c to rule upon whether she could use it in the hearing or not,

g it does no, or just say imposing an additional time for the,

staff, for her to submit it to the staff and then have theto

staff's response to the Board. If Mrs. Ellis submits the
''

.i

documents to us and her motions to everyone, and then the
12

applicants and the staff will respond within the allotted13

34 time provided for by the Regulations.v

And then the Board will have a complete record
33

-for it to determine whether or not these documents should16

37 go in or not.

is JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, let me clarify for Mrs.

Ellis what she'll have to show for the Board to feel that19

.these documents are relevant..20

First, she could show that the particular documents
23

are relevant to the Summary Disposition Motions, either one22

r more of'them. That might make 3t relevant.23

Second, she could show that with respect to24

issues on shich the record is closed, such as the welding,25

X

./
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1 that it's so important that the record should be reopened

2 Lecause they are of such great safety significance and

a meet the standards for reopening that the Commission has

4 set.

S- Or, she could show that she should have obtained

6 them under an existing discovery request, but there of

7 course, we will-make a fair interpretation of what the par-

a ticular request is, by looking at what the words are and

9 whether or not the request, in fact, was properly responded

io to.

n In addition, it seems to me that the applicants

12 Probably would not object, I think they should not object,

if Mrs. Ellis also as an independent matter, apart from
_ 33

14 the_ hearing, wanted to submit these matters to the staff.

35 I would hope that if the staff felt thac these

16 were important matters that the Board ought to consider,

17 that it would consider referring them to the Board, but that

la it would not be bound to do that. It would be a staff mat-

ig ter in this other approach.

20 MR. MIZUNO: I, this is Mr. Mizuno. I agree,

21 not only with the Board's standards for determining whether

22 the documents should be admitted in the hearing record, but

23 I also would support the Board in its observation that Mrs.

Ellis can submit the documents to the staff. And I would24

25- suggest that she do so to Mr. Tom Impolito.

.s
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,) 1 And that she could submit the documents, together

2 with her explanation as to what problems she thinks the

a documents show. And Mr. Impolito will, it's within his
|

4 responsibility and authority to follow up on that.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Horin, have you any objection

6 to this method of proceedings?

7 MR. HORIN: We never have an objection to
I

e methodology. Taking something to the staff that she believes

9 is a significant safety question. But I think it's worth

uj pointing out that we have gone through several months now of

si being unable to obtain answers to outstanding Mations and

12 at the same time, having Mrs. Ellis file new discovery

_ 13 requests and various extraneous matters on the parties, that

34 I believe it's taken away from her efforts to get answers

to our Motions,
15

u3 While we won't object to het going to the staff,

17 I think we have to make sure that this is not another in-

ni stance where ahe'is going to the staff with something that's

ig really not important. And, of course, that'd be up to
,

20 her.

21 But we won't encourage her to take frivolous

22 things to the staff when:there are more important issues

that have to be dealt with here.23

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, we will encourage Mrs.

, - 25 Ellis to conserve her time and make wise use of it. I think

~

f
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1 she understands the need for that very well at this point.x-

2 Mrs. Ellis?

3 MS. ELLIS: I would like to address that, if I

4 may.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Please.

6 MS. ELLIS: I do not believe that the problem has

'7 heen so much the time taken away from the, especially the

8 design Motions for Summary Disposition. The problem with

9 those has been that there are still outstanding discovery

-10 requests which we'll get into earlier, later, and also the

11 fact that Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle are having to dig through

12 mountains of documents while they are working, both of

13 them are having to work overtime right now.7
( )

~'
14 I cannot, on my own, file the answers to the

15 Motions for Summary Disposition of design, obviously. 'I'm

16 not qualified to do that. I can only type them up and help

17 them find documents..

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Let's get into the discovery

19 matters one at a time.

20 MR. HORIN: One final point on this, I assume that

21 when the Board says that what Mrs. Ellis needs to file to

22 demonstrate the relevancy of these documents to Motions for

23 Summary Disposition on some issue in the proceeding, I

24 presume that the Board also intends that Mrs. Ellis demon-

25 strate that they are not only relevant, but material and not

_

*g./.__
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'' I cumulative to material that is already in the record.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Not cumulative? You mea 7 that she's
3 already demonstrated the point conclusively and doesn't

4 need more evidence on the oame point?
5 MR. HORIN: No, that evidence has already been

6 submitted by both applicants and Mrs. Ellis on the point.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: But if the point is hotly contested

e and it is relevant? I understand, if it's on the Summary

9 Disposition question, for example, how could that, how

10 could she have to demonstrate that, that it's not cumulative?

11 MR. HORIN: I think that the key point is that it

12 be material.

13 , JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Meaning the it's important

14 |~-
as well as being relevant?

15 MR. HORIN: Yes.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I think that's a fair qualification.

17 Now, let's go on to the specific discovery requests.

"3 Starting, if you would, Mrs. Ellis, if you can do it that

"I way, the most significant one in your mind that's holding

70 up progress on the responses?

21 MS. ELLIS: I don't know if I really got them or-

' 22 ganized that way. I would like to get back, just a moment,

23 to the request that we made on June 22nd to applicants'
24 attorney for discovery on the remaining.ANI report docu-

25 ment in regards to the intimidation matters. We have heard

,-

4
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'> 1 nothing from them on that.

2 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, which attorney was that?

3 MS. ELLIS: I believe it was Bruce Downey..

4 MR. HORIN: And, what exactly do you recall having

5 asked Mr. Downey?
6 MS. ELLIS: We wanted to see, we wanted to be able

7 to review for inspection and possible copying, the document,

8 the remaining ANI report, the fifth record, SIS record, that

S- SIS report.

10 MR. HORIN: Where did you make this request for

11 that,-when you were here in Dallas?

12 MS. ELLIS: I'm sorry, just a moment.

13c, JUDGE BLOCH: You say it's June 22nd?
| \

''
14 MS. ELLIS: June 22nd.

:s MR. HORIN: Was there a letter or something along?

16 MS. ELLIS: It was made verbally to the attorney

17 for the applicant in the Offices of Texas Utilities, here

18 in Dall'as, with Miss Garde present and I was also present.
Iv JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, that's part of the intimidation

20 case?

21 MS. ELLIS: Exactly.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's let Mr. Riceman take care of

23 that. Let's go on with this case.

24 MS. ELLIS: In this, well, in this particular in-

25 stance, I had told him that I would handle the ANI informatio n

p
w./
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1 only. If you prefer for him to handle it, I guess we can.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: We have to know the significance

3 of it in terms of the portion of the case. And there's no

4 way I think that we can evaluate the significance of that

5 at this point or whether he thinks he's gotten the equivalent

6 things or other information. I just don't know how to

7 handle that in this conference.

8 MS. ELLIS: I would note that in the intimidation

9 hearing, the documents which we felt we did have from the
'

10 ANI's which were relevant to those, to those proceedings,

11 were introduced into the record and it was my understanding

12 they were to have been bound in and we supplied copies.

13 But they were not bound to the transcript of

14 Gordon Purdy, who is the one who identified them and the

is one to whom they are addressed.-

-16 JUDGE BLOCH: .Okay, but you have counsel on that.

17 I think it's much more efficient to allow him to handle it,

18 'Mrs. Ellis. I doa't know when he plans to get to it, but I

:19 think we ought to stick to the subject of this call.

70 MS. ELLIS: All right. Okay. On, just a moment.s

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

22 MS. ELLIS: The other discovery requests, there

23 are some discovery requests which we have just filed on the

24 applicantb' Motion for Summary Disposition of the Maximum
25 Roughness Surface Preparation issue. And,'as I indicated

--

-
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'' 110.that, which was filed July 19th, we had been tied up on

~

2 some other matters to do with the intimidation hearing and

3 ran,,I-think,.three or four days late in getting those in.

4
We do have some additional questions on that as

5 4soon as I can get around to getting them typed up that

6 we do plan to file.

7 I'm a little confused myself as to scheduling

8 on these matters-because the Board normally, as I understand

9 it, has the weekend before hearings and the time during

10 hearings where the clock is not running on filing things or

11 answering things. Right now, it seems that we are in ef-

$2- fect, that I am in effect, running on one schedule while

.
13 some of the other,,while everybody else almost, is running

14 on another schedule. And I'd like to clarify what the
~

15 Board's ruling is regarding the timing on these things.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: We're gonna set a schedule for

17 filing, Mrs. Ellis.

18 MS. ELLIS: All right. In regard to that, we'd
,

19 like to ask when the.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Right now, we're discussing specific

- 21 discovery matters. Do you want to have an answer on the

22 maximum roughness discovery request?

23 MS. ELLIS: All right, yes, when will that fit

24 into the answering? When will the clock start running on

25 that one, in other words?

m

|

v
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id 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let me just ask Mr. Horin

|
2 if he's aware of it and if he can comment on it.

3 MR. HORIN: We just received, it was sent to

4 Washington, we just received the discovery request, in fact

5 this morning was the first time I had to read it.

6 Our point on her requests are that we filed that

7 Motion several weeks ago and, you know, her request now

a three weeks later, after the time in which she was supposed

9 to have responded to the Motion in the first place, is

10 untimely.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: How many weeks ago, Mrs., Mr.

82 Horin?-

13 MR. HORIN: We filed that Motion on June 25.-

14 So we're now over a month.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: And how many days are there for

16 responding to a Motion for Summary Disposition?

17 MR. HORIN: Twenty days.
18 MS. ELLIS: We received the Motion on June 26th,

19 which would have made our response time, by our figuring,

20 to be July 16th. We filed it on July 19th. We had been

21 involved, as I mentioned, in the, well, I mentioned specific

22 things in the

23 MR. HORIN: That was exactly my point.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now, let's hold that in

25 abeyance right now. What about the request itself? Is the

'
.
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1 request itself appropriate?

2 MR. HORIN: I think the key point is that what-

3' ever discovery may be appropriate must be relevant to the

*
Motion that was filed. And the Board would t.we a look at

5 the Motion on the maximum roughness. The Motion really had

6 no substantive material in there except to say simply that

7 the procedure had not changed. Which was the only outstan-

8 ding iscue, the Board will recall, on that matter.

9 Mrs. Ellis' discovery requests go into a whole

10 variety of matters totally unrelated to macters that we

11 filed our Motion on.

- 12 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, what do you say about

13 that?
;

"
14 MS. ELLIS: I don't believe that's, that, though,

15 as I understand it, there are two, two matters involved.

' 16 One thing is that at some point in time, there is I presume

17 to be some some hearings on the protective coatings. So I

18 think if, if nothing else, I think that certainly discovery

- 19 on protective coatings would be appropriate in any event.

20 I believe tha: these issues had to do with issues

21' which had to do with the maximum roughness issues.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, why?

23 MS. ELLIS: Why do I think that?

24 JUDGE BLOCH: What umkes them relevant? Mr. Horin

25 said that the only thing in question was whether or not a

i

w __/.
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1 particular procedure had stayed in effect, and they say it

2 did. Mr. Horin, weren't there also tests?

3 MR. HORIN: The near white' blast Motion was

4 the one that dealt with the change in procedures to surface

5 roughness or maximum roughness was that narrow a question.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, there was a study or test

7 that was done to support that, wasn't there?

8 MR. HORIN: Yes.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, now, are the questions rele-

10 vant to that study or test?
|

li MR. HORIN: The questions, I assume the Board's

12 had a chance to look at it, at her requests. They're much

13 broader than the Motion that we filed. We have both ax

'

14 request for admission regarding the maximum roughness and

15 'we have a 24th set of interrogatories which goes through

16 several pages of request going into details of technical

17 matters far beyond the narrow question of the maximum rough-
18 ness issues to which we were responding.

19 Md. ELLIS: One of the, one of the requests in

20 our Motion was that the, well, one of our premises was that

2i - the applicants have not shown any good reason whatsoever
22 foi divorcing these, this matter from the other protective

23 coatings issues, since we are going to have hearings on it,

24 since they do overlap.

.25 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, they don't have to. If they

s_-
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i file a Motion for Summary Disposition and it's proper, then_,

2 it will narrow the issues in the case. They don't have to

a show any difference between that and other issues.

4 MS. ELLIS: All right.

.5 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, I think what I'm hearing

6 is Mrs. Ellis saying the these discovery requests are direc-

7 ted at the overall protective coatings issue and that she's

a using that as a basis for trying to seek discovery on this

9 narrow maximum roughness issue, which is a totally separate

10 matter.

JUDGE BLCCH: Okay.ii

MR. HORIN: Yes, but to seek discovery of protec-12

13 tive coatings, pursue that avenue separately. But with
.'),

34 respect to the maximum roughness, that's no justification''

for examining or submitting discovery requests on thatis

issue.16

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Is it your position that

18 'these are appropriate with respect to protective coatings,

19 but not to this particular Motion?

20 MR. HORIN: Well, we're not going to take that

21 Position here. As I said, I just got these today.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, you want time to respond in

23 writing? The position yceu are taking is that it's not

24 relevant to this Motion.

25 MR. HORIN: That's correct.

g

N.)
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, so far I haven't heard

2 anything from you that suggests that Mr. Horin is wrong on

3 that.

4 MS. ELLIS: I think that in the, in the Motion,

5 it does discuss tests and, if the Board would bok at the

6 document in question, especially our request for admissions,

7 which I'm looking at now, it does discuss at length differ-

a ent testing, different tests, design criteria, regarding

9 tests and so forth.

10 There may be some matters in here, which if the

ii Board feels it necessary, we could pull out and address

12 under simply the protective coatings matter.

But I believe that most of the matters that we have13
;

-

i4 addressed in this do have to do with testing and the re-

is quirements for testing and so forth.

JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Horin, is it16 ..

17 MS. ELLIS: Have to go through ,it item by item.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Is it possible, Mr. Horin, that

19 when you respond item by item that you will find that some

20 of it is relevant?

21 MR. HORIN: Relevant to what?

22 JUDGE BLOCH: To the Summary Disposition Motion,

23 the tests in particular. As I recall, there were requests

24 for admissions about testing procedures and how, the

25 standards that should be applied to your tests.

,
-
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) i MR. HORIN: It may be possible that when we go

2 through', there may be some instances that you could say

3 -that. But I think that the point here is that Mrs. Ellis

4 did not file these requests until after the time that she

5 was to have responded to the Motion in the first place.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, I understand that. My problem

7 on_that is an awareness of the busyness of this proceeding

a at this point, including the 16 Summary Disposition Motions

9 that are pending.

MR. HORIN: Yes, but the 16 Summary Disposition30

n Motions, as Mrs. Ellis has said herself a few minutes ago,

she is not able to work on those. She has to wait for12

Messrs. Walsh and Doyle to provide information and then13--

- i4 she just types them up. We haven't received anything.
'

There's no evidence that she's been busy on that.15

MS. ELLIS: I did not say I ju>.t typed them up,16

Mr. Horin. I said I also help with finding documents and17

is so forth.

ig MR. HORIN: All right.

JUDGE BLOCH: I'd like staff's comments on20

whether we should consider the request for discovery21

22 untimely on this Motion.

MR. TREBY: Well, it is true that it is after23

the time that one should have filed a response. And to24

2s. that extent, I guess it is untimely. The only question is

7
i
J
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'
whether or not there are mitigating circumstances due to the'-

2 busyness of the proceeding at this time.

3 It is true that Mrs. Ellis is not intimately in-

4
volved in the intimidation.. She has counsel who is repre-

5 senting her, although staff did note that she was present

6 for a couple of days during the first week of deposition.

7 I have no way of knowing how involved she is in the matters

8 of responding to the Motions for the disposition.

9 I think we're talking about three days and if

10 the staff is asked whether we think that there's the three

11 days sufficient to find that these things are untimely, I

12 guess the staff would have to go that, in light of the

13 current state of this proceeding, that we would not fing-s

^

14 them untimely.

15 However, that does not go to whether or not

16 they're are really material or relevant to the Motion.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: I take it then the standard for

'8 summary disposition is showing that you need further dis-

19 covery in order to know whether they are material facts

20 that meets the burden of response. Is that correct, Mr.

21 Treby?

22 MR. TREBY: Yes.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: So we are talking about three days.

24 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, we're not talking about

25 - three days. We're talking about the three dry period is the
.

-
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- ' time after she should have filed a response. This is not a

2 question of when she should have filed her discovery requests .

3 She could have filed discovery requests immediately

4
after receiving the Motion. I think we can't lose sight

5 of the fact here that Mrs. Ellis' saying time and time again

6 that she's busy here and she's busy there, but yet we have

7 no evidence of anything. Nothing has been filed. To'our

8 knowledge, she has never filed a response to the near white

9- blast Motion that was filed back in May.

10 We have received absolutely nothing on the

11 Motion for Summary Disposition on site support issues,

. 12 ~ when she herself has set a schedule over a month ago that

,

provided that by this time she would have filed about six13

J
14 - answers'on her own schedule for our Motions. And we have

is seen absolutely nathing.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, should she have filed, as well

17 as the request for discovery, some answers to summoly

'8 . disposition?
19 MR. MIZUNO: Chairman Bloch?

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

21 MR. MIZUNO: Over here, Mizuno.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes', sir.

- 23 MR. MIZUNO: If I could respond to ;hct. I've

24 been thinking'about that particular question be: ore you had
25 raised it. I think that Mrs. Ellis was under the cbligation,

,,
)

'% /
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J 1 if she was, if her response to the Motion for Summary Dis-

2 position was that I need further discovery

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Mizuno, I'm afraid we need you

4 to use the phone again.

5 MR. MIZUNO: I~am using the phone.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: It sounds like'the squawk, sorry.

7 MR. MIZUNO: Okay. I will start again. I believe

8 that Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. Ellis' request for discovery was

9 filed, we'll just assume, right near the end of the period
,

10 for responding to a Motion for Summary Disposition. If she

11 wanted that request for diocovery to act, in essence, to

12 say I cannot respond one way or the other to your Motion

13 for Summary Disposition until I have this discovery, and
,

14 then have a chance to review these documents and then

is respond, I think that that is acceptable only if Mrs. Ellis

-16 or CASE is able to show that her discovery will lead to

17 information which will reasonably allow her to respond to

18 the substantive matters raised by the Motion for Summary

19 Disposition.

20 If she can't show that, then I believe that she

21 has essentially, the time for her to, I'm sorry. She has

22 essentially waived her right to respond to the Motion for

23 Summary Disposition. I think what we need to hear from

24 Mrs. Ellis at this point is a precise statement as to why

25 the documents that she is requesting on discovery in the

a
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summarydispositionMotio$ area', is relevant to.her beingi

2 able to' respond to the substance of the applicants' Motion.

3 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr. Reynolds .

4 May I be heard?

3 JUDGE BLOCH: You may, Mr. Reynolds, but I prefer

6 to say something myself, because I think it may resolve it.

7 I think we're' talking about Section 2.749, sub C, which pro-

8 vides that if there are facts essential to justify oppositior.

9 that cannot be obtained,- then there is a ground for opposing

10 summary disposition. But that requires a filing about that,

n Is that what you're about to say, Mr. Reynolds?

MR. REYNOLDS: Well, that encompasses what I was12

about to say. But,please continue and then I''ll make my13---

34 point if I feel it's needed.o

JUDGE BLOCH: That was all I had to say.35

MR. REYNOLDS: Okay. My point is broader than16

17 that, and the point' is tt:is. The rules of practice pres-

is cribe deadlines by which all parties must file documents.

If we are to allow Mrs. Ellis to ignore those19

20 deadlines, then come in with an excuse that she was too

21 busy to file timely, and have the Board ratify the untimeli-

22 ness of her filing,

JUDGE BLOCH: Well, it didn't quite happen like23

that. There was a sex party conversation between Mrs. Ellis24

25 and myself, which I reported about at the beginning of this

,-

;>

w:

.
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i telephone conference call.

2 MR. REYNOLDS: Then, I don't believe that was on

a this Motion that we're talking about right now.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: It had to do with her deadlines for

5 filing, though.

6 MR. REYNOLDS: Pardon me?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: It had to do with her deadlines for

8 filing responses on summary disposition.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, on certain issues, and I'm not

10 addressing that. Let's focus on the near white blast

si Summary Disposition Motion. She filed her request for dis-

12 covery three days after the deadline by which she was to

file her answer on the substance of the Motion.13,

l
14 Now, for the Board to later ratify that based on

the fact that we're all very busy in the case, really justis

,6 brushes aside the deadlines prescribed in the Regulations

17 and leaves us with no structure at all in which to conduct

is the case.-

ig It seems to me that Mr. Mizuno is correct when

20 he says that if a party needs an extension of time in which

2i to file a response, it must file for that extension of

22 time, just as one would in a Court. Or one waives the right

23 to file.an answer at all.

And we have a case here where Mrs. Ellis simply24

25 delayed so long that she has waived her right to respond.
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i MR. MIZUNO: l'd just like to add one more thing.

2 I agree with Mr. Reynolds, but wish to add that it's not

a ' sufficient to file an extension for a request of time, but

4 there has to be some kind of reason, especially in this

5 case where Mrs. Ellis says she needs further discovery.

6 There has.to be some showing that the discovery

7 is going to lead to her responding in some substantive

8 fashion to the Motion for Summary Disposition. If she can't

g show that, there is no reason to grant the request for an

extension of time.in

JUDGE BLOCH: I think the rules do require that,y

Mrs. Ellis. That when you need discovery in order to res-12

pond properly to the Motion for Summary Disposition, there's33

M a requirement in the su'section that I just quoted that youo34

file an affidavit showing what facts you need to obt ain.i3

16 Am I reading thtt properly or improperly? Do you

i7 have it nearby, Mrs. Ellis?

is MRS. ELLIS: Just a moment, let me find it.

19 What was the citation that you said?

20 JUDGE BLOCH: 2.749, sub (C).

MRS. ELLIS: All right. One of the, I'm not sure
21

22 that mine is the same as what you're is. Mine is an earlier

edition, 1982. I'm assuming it's the same one. Should it23

24 appear from the affidavits of the party opposing the

25 Motion?

m

\. / '
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L i JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, that's right.

2 MRS. ELLIS: One of the reasons that we need dis-

3 covery on this matter and in the format that we have this,

4 is because CASE does not have independent witnesses. We

5 believe that we know pertinent facts and

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. We're not arguing the merits o f

7 the Motion for Sumaary Disposition. We are merely citing

g a regulation that says that to oppose the Motion, because

9 there are facts essential to justify the opposition, that

10 you cannot obtain, that you've got to show that in the

3i answer.

In other words, having shown by affidavit that12

13 you need to know something in order.to respond, then we can
s

'''
.i4 grant a continuance and give you discovery. That's what

the rule says.35

MRS. ELLIS: All right. I would need to file an16

17 affidavit saying why we need.this information, that correct?

_is JUDGE BLOCH: It's an affidavit showingtthat

19 for reasons state present by affidavit facts essential

20 to justify your opposition.

MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr. Reynolds.
21

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, sir.~

22

MR.-REYNOLDS: I assume that you are giving Mrs.23

Ellir guidance for future' reference and not providing her24

25 - with an opportunity to boot-strap herself back into an
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s 1 answer to this Motion.

2 She has defaulted on this Motion and the Board

3 should act accordingly.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Reynolds, I understand the
.

-5 argument, but what effect was there of the Board's stTte-

6 ment to Mrs. E11Ls that we were going to grant a temporary

7 extension of time on her responses to summary disposition

Motions?a

9 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr. Horin. My

understanding of that conversation comes solely from my10

it reading of Mrs. Ellis' letter memorializing that. My

recollection is that that letter-mentioned nothing of the
12

Motions for Summary Disposition on the paint issues.13
i ;

-

14 It dealt antirely with Motions for Summary Dispo-''

is sition on site support issues. I see no relevance, unless

16 there was something that transpired that Mrs. Ellis didn't

17 inform me about during that call. No relevance of that

is conve'rsation in this issue at all.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: It just says to applicant's Motion

20 for Summary Disposition.

MRS. ELLIS: It does not specify.21
,

22 MR. HORIN: There was no outstanding discovery

23 request with respect to this Motion at the time Mrs. Ellis

24 Provided me with that letter. And the point of her letter

25 was that she hadn't received answers to Motions for Summary

-

m'
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1 Disposition. Her letter itself, on its face, gives no indi-#

2 cation that it had anything to do with this particular Motion .

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, I was willing to grant

4 that as a general matter, but it was based on your represen-

5 tation that your reason was that you didn't have the relevant

s information because documents were not being supplied. You

7 really have no argument on this one that there were docu-

a .ments not being aupplid, do you?

9 MRS. ELLIS: Well, in that we had not

JUDGE BLOCH: You hadn't ev.:n filed the request,to

ii so the applicants ceren't delinquent in supplying documents.

MRS. ELLIS: No, not that they were not, not that12

13 they were delinquent on this one.

I JUDGE BLOCH: Are there others that are like14

15- that, where you didn't need an extension because there is

16 no late discovery?

17 MRS. ELLIS: I'think that we'll have to go
.

18 through those item by item. I don't have all that in front

19 of me right now.

20 . JUDGE BLOCH: -I guess we'll get to that by infer-

21 ence. Let's proceed to see what late discovery there was

22 for the applicants.

MR. HORIN: Can we get a ruling on this particular23

matter?24

25 JUDGE BLOCH: I want to get the scope of it first.

( <

'J..~
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1 I understand what this matter is, Mr. Horin. I'm deferring
~

.2 my ruling until a later time in the call.

3 MRS. ELLIS: All right, before we go into those

4 Motions for Summary Disposition, applicant argued eloquently

5 for the reason for CASE's alleged default on this matter

6 and argued the reasons why people had to to file on time.

7 I'd like to get some idea from tt'e applicants as to when

a they plan to respond to CASE'c June 7th, 21st set of

9 interrogatories.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, this is the set of

it interrogatories regarding the Richmond inserts?

12 MRS. ELLIS: Yes, it is.

13 MR. HORIN: All right. If you recall, wec

'

14 discussed that, Mr. Reynolds and I both discussed that with

is you, it was on the phone or-personally when.you were down

16 here a few weeks ago, indicating to you that our response

17 to that Motion was provided, and I recall discussing it

18 with you shortly after the time. But our response to that

19 set of interrogatories was provided through Mr. Spence's

20 letter on the stipulations discussion where we indicated

21 that we had absolutely no, we had not directed that that

22 stamp be put on the particular document that was in ques-

23 tion. And that we had, in making our decisions on providing

24 information on discovery, did not take that stamp into

25 account at all.

,

)
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'' 1 So it was simply irrelevant to whether or not we

2- had_provided any information.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: The applicants are arguing that the

4 ANI documents were not relevant to your discovery requests.

5 Now, if they were, you should be able to show that in the

6 filing that we agreed you're going to make, right, Mrs.

7 Ellis?

8 MRS. ELLIS: But this

9- MR. HORIN: No, this is a separate issue.

10 MRS. ELLIS: Wait a minute.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Explain it a little bit more,

' 12 Mr. Horin, so that I'll understand what the context is?

~ :13 MR. HORIN: The document which Mrs. Ellis received
.s

14 with respect to a response by applicants to a question from

15 CYGNA, it dealt with questions regarding Richmond inserts,

is allowables and capacities that had been determined by

17 applicants.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, yes, and I recall you said

19 'that the stamp shouldn't have been there and she could use

20 the document, right?

21 MR. HORIN: Yes.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: I recall that we discussed it in

'23 a conference.

24 MRS. ELLIS: That is not the entire sum and sub-

25 stance of the matter in question..

~_
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-- 'I JUDGE BLOCll: Okay, what's the rest of it?

2 MRS. ELLIS: There are other questions involved in

3 that and I'm trying to find my

4 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, I think the other question

s are ones, and I thought we had discussed this also, but

6 perhaps one or the other of us doesn't recall it. The

7 other questions had to do with whether or not the information

8 in that document-was' consistent with the positions applicants

9 had taken;in other filings on Richmond inserts.

10 Applicants believe that it was, it's fully consis-

il tent with positions we have taken in other filings. As a
,

12 practical matter, it's as easy for CASE to look at our other

13 filings and compare that document.as it is for applicants.(,
~

And if you believe that there's some inconsistency, then14

is you're welcome to point that out.

16- But we'll state here on the record, that we don't

17 believe there is any inconsistency. I believe that encom-

18 passes the entire scope of the remaining questions.

19 MRS. ELLIS: Just a moment.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's go off the record.

21 In a brief discussion between Dr. Jordan and

22 Chairman, we've decided that we will rule that CASE has

23 exceeded the Regulatory deadline for response on maximum

24 roughness and that there is, therefore, from CASE's stand-

25 point, a default on that matter. We will not declare a

r^ 3
'J
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J 1 default, of course, on the staff's answer.

2 Mr. Horin, in the off-the-record conversation,

3 you began discussing the status of the near white blast

4 issue. Would you continue on that?

s MR. HORIN: Yes, the near white blast Motion for j

6 Summary . Disposition was filed by applicants on May 13th.

l

7 The staff responded to that Motion on June 4th. Applicants
J

8 are not aware of any response by CASE to that Motion to

9 this date,'nor any request by CASE for an extension of

10 time, nor an'y request by CASE for discovery. )
~

ii We would move that the Board find CASE in default

12 on that Motion, also.

,- .i3 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, how do you feel about
i.'~'

14 that?.

is MRS. ELLIS: We've never attempted to respond to

is that one, sir.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, so we will decide that,

18 therefore, based on the staff's response. And that's now

19 ready for-a decision.

20 Mrs. Ellis, you were in the middle of going through

21 to see if there were other matters in that letter. Have you

22 reached some conclusion?

23 MRS. ELLIS: I think that with the applicants'

24 statements, I would like to state for the record, one of

25 the comments by Mr. Horin, he stated that Mr. Reynolds and
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he both had talked to me about this issue on July the 10th,

2
according to my notes.

3
I asked Mr. Reynolds about it and he did not

4 respond at tha time and said he would respond later.
5 MR. HORIN: Which matter was this, Mrs. Ellis?

6 MRS. ELLIS: This is the one we were just speaking

' #
of regarding the Richmond.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, t'aat shows good notes, but are

8 you dissatisfied with what Mr. Horin hae just said?

'O MRS. ELLIS: If that's their answer, that's their

" answer.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, that's their answer.

'3 MR. HORIN: That's our answer.Q
'4 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's go on to something else.

'5 MRS. ELLIS: We'd like to find out an estimate of,

16 here again, we're back into the time running issue, I think,

'' of our informal discovery regarding the drug related termina-

18 tions and related developments at Comanche Peak, dated
'9 July the 4th.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, let's talk about that one,

21 although that one is not, probably not relevant to any of

22 the summary disposition Motions.

23 MRS. ELLIS: No, no, they're not. This is another

24 discovery request, however.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Horin?

O
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1 4Gt. HORIN Yes.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: What time is your response due on

3 that one?,

4 MR. HORIN: Well, in the first instance, it's an

5 . informal discovery request, so there is no time limit

6 involved. With respect to the substance of the matter,

7 . applicants believe it's simply irrelevant to any ist,ue in

a- the proceedings.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: You did respond, didn't you?

10 MRS. ELLIS: Not that I've received.

11. JUDGE BLOCH: No, I guess not. I'm imagining a

12 response, forgive me.
is

13' MR. HORIN: Maybe a conference call.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Oh, I guess that's right. On

15 .a conference call you stated that you thought it was irrele-

.16 vant to anything in the proceeding. And then it was sub-

17 sequently that we asked the staff to respond substantively.

18 Does the staff know when it will respond to that?

e'' 'a Mr. Treby?

20 MR. TREBY: Yes, I'm just there. I guess I was

2t not aware that we needed to respond substantively. I'll

22 have to look at the transcript. I recall the conference

23 call and we also had indicated, that we did not be31 eve

24 MR. HORIN: Do not recall that.
.

25 :R. TREBY: .That.it was not a matter of issue in
-

'

r

L
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1 the controversy. You'can only have discovery on matters

2 that-have been admitted as issued and we didn't think that

.3 it was an appropriate. matter for discovery.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: I understand. Now, it wasn't in
d

5- the conference call. I called you personally, Mr. Treby,

6 and I can't give you the date. And then I told applicants

7 that I'd done it. And I believe I told Mrs. Ellis that I'd
~

done it. And I asked that when you respond, that you make8

9 some comment on the importance of the matters, on the substance

of the matters, so that we would have an idea of whether it
in

n is an important matter. Hello?

MR. TREBY: I guess I don't recall that, but that-12

does not, obviously nean that it didn't happen.i: m 13

" JUDGE BLOCH: I mean, the principle thing thatg

ig concerns the Board is that if there was drug use on the

site, the most important question is whether the drug use16

was so intense that certain individual's work should be_17

18 reinspected. And our understanding is there are no reinspec-

ig tions.

20 Now, if there's something that one of the parties

can tell us to allay that fear, that's our principle concern.21

!"t. REYNOLDS: Judge Bloch, Mr. Reynolds?22

JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.23

MR. REYNOLDS: The point to be made here is that24

25 drug use by any one at Comanche Peak is not within the scope

,

,
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"' I the admitted contentions in the case. Obviously, Mr.

2 _Impolito.and Mr. Collins will be looking into those matters

3 and, indeed, I believe, have already looked into those
4 matters.

5 But it-isn't a matter with which the Board must
6 concern'itself. It's simply not relevant to the issues.

7 Therefore, whether it has a significance, in your words, is

8 really not something that the Board should be concerned

9 with.

to JUDGE BLOCH: This is drug use by quality control

11 personnel, wasn't it?

12 MR. REYNOLDSi I didn't hear you.

r 13 JUDGE BLOCH: Wasn't it alleged to be drug use by

14 quality control personnel?

15 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, I'm not sute that I understand

17 that it is irrelevant to the admitted issue.
'1B MR. REYNOLDS: Well, we're back to our fundamenta)

19 disagreement on the scope of the admitted. Anything that

20 relates to QC inspectors, doesn't necessarily fall within

21 the scope of the admitted contents.
We have another arm of the agency looking into all22

23 of_these matters, and it just seems to me that unless there's

24 some motion discussing the late file factor in 2.714, thic

1s beyond the scope of the contentions which the Board nas25

._
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k ~1 admitted. . .

[-. 2 -MRS. ELLIS: I would like to state that at the
,

3 . time we wanted to' bring-this subject up, the Board advised

4- us to file < informal discovery, which we did. Had we known

5 that-we would be running into this sort of problem, we

6 would have filed some sort of Motion, rather than informal

7 discovery.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, our reason for asking informal

9 discovery is that we thought perhaps the applicant would

io cooperate and sepply the information. They haven't been

11 willing to do taat.

12 Dr. Jordan, I take it that this is something that

13 both of us agree, we have to find out about in order to-

14 know whether it is important to the safety of the. plant, is

is that correct?

16 DR. JORDAN: Well, it was my understanding, also,

17 -that those people who were fired were QA inspectors, and

18 therefore I guess.I'm having a little trouble with that.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: I think we would like to reserve
.

20 a' decision until later as to whether it is either in the

21 scope of the proceeding or whether it would require that*

22 we declare a sua sponte issue. I think we would like to

23 know enough about it to know whether it's an important

24 safety issue.

-25 MRS. ELLIS: Judge Bloch? I would like to state

,

. . |-
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- 1 also that we feel that it may have implications which we

2 abould be able to explore on discovery to determine whether

3 these implications are fact, intimidation possibilities as

4 well, and that's one of the issues that we're concerned with.

5 Another issue that we're concerned with very much

6 is the use of these drugs by Quality Control Inspectors,

7 which we think comes under the ambit of our contention

8 .already. If not, certainly we're prepared, if necessary,

9 tM) file for a new contention. We would hope that wouldn't'

to be necessary.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: We would like to know enough,

12 either from the applicants or the staff, to know what the

13 scope of-this problem is and the way in which it related
i

''
14 to the-safety of the plant. Then we'll be able to decide

is whether further discovery on intimidation is appropriate

16 on other matters, as to whether we think it must be a

1i- matter for inclusion in the case.

18 MR. HORIN: I assume that you will not require

is us tx) file something within the next few weeks, since we

20 are in trial down here.

21 ~ JUDGE BLOCH: I think that's fair that I wouldn't >

w 22 require it. I think that the burden of time lies on the

- 23 applicants'' shoulders. If there is delay in filing these

e 24 things, and they are in the case subsequently, we would not

h 25 consider that a special reason for us to expedite things,
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1 if the time. delay came'about'because applicants were in--

V-

2 trial.

3 MR. HORIN: May I' understand the Board's philosophy

4 .on how this should be approached by the agency as a whole.

5 Is the Board of the view that if the Impolito task force

6 that's investigating these matters, then the Board can satis-

7 factorily leave that to that task force. Or does the Boad

a feel that it has to get in to matters such as this,

9 regardless of whether the other arm of the agency is taking

to care of it?

11 JUDGE BLOCH: I think the first question is whether

12 it's related to an admitted issue. And since we don't even

- - 13 know what the scope of it is, we have difficulty knowing

14 that at this time.

is MR. HORIN: So let's assume that there are a few

16 inspectors involved.

17 DR. JORDAN: A few inspectors, I thought, are you,

18 we don't know that it's only a few inspectors.

19 MR. HORIN: Well, I can tell you, it's seven or

20 eight. Now, what?

21 JUDGE.BLOCH: I think the first question is always

22 going to be whether it's relevant to admitted issues. And

23 that's what we'll be initially concerned about. That is, so

21 we want to know the importance of the drug use, and what the

'

25 remedy was the applicants gave to it, by affidavit.

., \
;

-
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1 And, having learned that, we may or may not feel

2 that it's relevant to admitted issues. If the staff is

3 adequately following up on it and it's not an admitted issue,

4 I take it the Commission precedent is that we would not

5 . declare that to be a sua sponte issue.

6 DR. JORDAN: I agree.

7 MR. HORIN: I appreciate that clarification.

8 MRS. ELLIS: Judge Bloch?

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mrs. Ellis.

io : MRS. ELLIS: In light of what has just been stated,

11 since we had been operating on the premises that applicants

12 would cooperate in informal discovery on this, CASE would

-

is like to be allowed to make a filing on this as well, giving
~

some of our reasons why we believe this does relate to an.14

is admitted issues in this proceeding and so forth.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, and this event is prior to the

~ 17 cut off date, is it or is it not?

18 MRS. ELLIS: Prior to what cut off?

19 JUDGE BLOCH: The intimidation cut off date.

20 MRS. ELLIS: I don't know. We hadloped to have

. 21 answers on some of this stuff right away. I don't know when

22 - the

23 JUDGE BLOCH: No, when the event took place, is

24 what I'm takling about.

'

'25 MRS. ELLIS: Oh.

.,.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Reynolus, do you know?

2 MR. REYNOLDS: I'm not sure, it may have crossed

3 ~ the line. I believe the cut off date was June 30th, was

4 that the date of our prehearing conference?

5 JUDGE BLOCH: As I recall, it was the middle of

6 the month, it may have been June 15th.

7 MR. REYNOLDS: June 15th. I don't know whether
;

8 that straddles the drug thing or not.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Because that raises the question

10 of whether you need good cause to raise it also, Mrs. Ellis.

11 I do think you ought to file a formal discovery request.

12 MR. HORIN: Mr. Riceman should be addressing these

13 things in the intimidation.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, it would be preferable if you

15 could have Mr. Riceman do it, but I understand he may be tied

16 up out of town right now.

17 MR. HORIN: No, no, I mean while we're here, he'e

18 coming

19 JUDGE BLOCH: I can't hear you.

20 MR. HORIN: I didn't mean today, I meant during

21 this phase of the hearing.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

23 MR. HORIN: Which Mr. Riceman is handling.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. In fact, Mrs. Ellis, i think

|
25 it would be best if you notify him that we need a discovery

,~,
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1 motion if it's relevant to the intin.idation matters.'

2 MRS. ELLIS: All right. And what about any filing

-

3 regarding'the inspection site, UAQC inspectors as relates

4 .to other matters in our proceeding?

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Which other matters are you conten-

6 ding that.it's relevant to?

7 MRS. ELLIS: At this point in time, there's one

a that comes to mind immediately, which might require a a

9 Motion to Peopen the Record, which would be the welding

to matter.

n JUDGE BLOCH: I think at this time, unless the

12 affidavits show otherwise, that would not form a sufficient

' 13- grounds for reopening the welding matters. Well, why don't

14 we see what the affidavits show.

I don't think you've got the grounds, but you can.is

16 address the grounds that are available, if you think it's

17 . appropriate.

18 Okay, Mrs. Ellis, you were telling us other

19 unanswered discovery questions.

23 MRS. ELLIS: All right. Just a moment.

21

22

23

'

24

25

,
,

i

,

-
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MS. ELLIS: I guess we are now to the, toi
I

discovery request regarding the design issue. Just'

2

a moment.3

' ( PAUSE) .4

MS. ELLIS: First of all, I'd like to state
5

just briefly my= recollection'of the ex parte telephone6
.

call between me and the Board Chairman on July 6th.
7

The Board Chairman can correct mc if, if his recollec-g

tion is different, but as I recall it, Judge Blochg

-called me to let me know, I believe, about the fact

that he had akked the str*f to respond to the substantive

issues on the..
12

JUDGE BLOCH: Drug issue.

MS. ELLIS: Drug issue, yes. And it's my

recollection that the timing of this was in the after-

noon, I think late afternoon on July 6th, which was

the Friday before the intimidation hearings were to-

, ,,

begin on the 9th in Glen Rose on Monday.
18

It's my recollection that the Board Chairmanjg

did try to get in touch with the applicant at that

time and was unable to do so.

JUDGE BLOCH: I think that, that's my

recollection, but why are we bothering to state this

in further detail?
24

MS. ELLIS: All right. I wanted to, to make
25

9RC/93
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is I sure that the record reflected accurately what had gone

2 on because of applicant's letter of July 15th. I did

3 think that that should be in the record, the response

4 that was being said.in there.

5 -JUDGE BLOCH: I don't think anything you
,

3 just said changes what they said, but let's go on.

7 MS. ELLIS: On..all right. On the issues

a at hand, I would like to point out and in the June 13,

9 1984 letter from the applicants to the Board, they

30 set forth a schedule for filing with the Board the

33 rest of the' pleadings on the motion for summary

disposition. In that pleading, they stated that they12

expected to file all of the motions by June 22nd. Thex 13
( t-

i4 facts were that two of the motions were filed or actually'~

were received by us on June 18th. There was an15

additional motion which was not even included in the16

list which was received on June 23rd. Another one37

18 was received on July 3rd.

ig JUDGE BLOCH: Miss Ellis, I understand. You're

20 arguing that the applicants had very complex motions

and it took them time?21

MS. ELLIS: Yes.22.

JUDGE BLOCH: It seems to me that that's a23

matter that the Board is concerned about because it24

25 affects the scheduling of the case, but it seems to me4

e

NRC/93
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\ i that the standard for getting an extension of time for-

2 case remains the case, that when it needs an extension,

3 it needs to showigood cause.

4 Ana it~ cane to me and said it needed an

5 extension because it had late discovery.

.6 MS. ELLIS: All right. I wanted to point

7 out, also, that all of our pleadings have always been*

a very careful to state that these are premised on

9 receiving these items by a certain date. And in our

to June 21st letter regarding this, we stated, specifically,

it our schedule for responses, that this was predicated

12 on receiving'the information by June 22nd.

. f ~s 13 We listed the items that we hope to be
! i i' ' '

14 able to address, first, and starting working on, on

is those items. We did not..if, if the parties have our

is schedule for responses, I think it would be helpful

. 17 to have that report.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah. I think the important

19 question is to take one matter at a time..

20 MS. 2LLIS: That's what I'm going to do.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: ..and show why you have good

22 cause for some practical deadline beyond now.

23 MS. ELLIS: All right.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: All right. Now, that's either

25 because there's an outstanding discovery request or

q't _
>

w-
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\ '- I because the applicant's document came in real late,

2 something like that, but let's have them one at a time.

3 MS. ELLIS: Okay. In that case, I, I believe

4 we'll go'through them by number rather than by the

5 ' dates that-we had proposed in the file.

6 Item one was on the A500 steal matter. In

7 regard to that, we were..in regard to Item 6 which is

a referenced on Page 7, our motion for discovery are

9 ' based. 17 is motion for discovery. We had asked the

to specific' question, do you want me to go into detail

11 as these specific things as I go?

12 JUDGE BLOCH: They didn't answer sufficiently?

13 Yes, you better show what they didn't answer-~

'

i4 sufficiently.

15 MS. ELLIS: All right. It was stated in, in

is- regard to that item, that portion, only that portion

e 17 of the design criteria, PSE, NCSI, and IPP (inaudible)

18 that indicates Level B allowables are to be used-

,

19 with Level B loads.

20' It's my understanding from a telephone call

21 from Mr. Hcrin that there is no documentation regarding

22 that particular item, as far as I've, as far as I've

23 been able to determine from my note. And that..

24 JUDGE BLOCH: So, that's an answer, isn't

25 it?

m
)
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'~ I MSi ELLISi. It is now. We got it on July 7th.
~

2 So, we received it right before the intimidation

3 hearing.

4 On Itam 8, we had asked for a list of the

5 referenced 182 supports. All of these items were,

6 all of these items (inaudible) the Board voted the

7 applicants to supply in their June 15th telephone

8 conference call.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Uh-huh.

10 MS. ELLIS: All right. On, we received
;

( -

11 that item on July 6th. On Item 12,..

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Wait. Let's slow down. Do

13 applicants agree about these two matters, that they

14 are, they were outstanding discovery requests that

15 were, that were received on the 7th or the 8th?
L

16 MR. .HORIN: It's my recollection, yes. My

17 letter or my notes are back in Washington, but I
.

18 believe those two were provided to Mrs. Ellis

19 approximately at that time.

20 I think we called Mrs. Ellis not toc long

21 after the Board's conference call, to provide oral
,

22 responses to many of the specific requests the Board

23 had asked that applicants provide information on.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, under the circumstances,

25 Mr. Horin, I wonder whether we couldn't just rule

13
L)
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V 1 that, that an extension of time to file from the date

2 of these discovery responses is appropriate, particularly.

3 because there's no scheduling consequence for the

4 CASE; that is, if CASE were to respond 20 days from the

5 time that those discovery responses were received, it's

-6 not going to slow up us at all as a Board.

7 MR. HORIN: That's fine. I think this

a motion is the one that we can go along with that sort

9 of an extension on.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, let me ask, does that

'
it affect how many..Mrs. Ellis, just the one on the, on the

12 list of supports, how many of the summary disposition

m ,13 motions does that affect?
\ ')

14 MS. ELLIS: This particular one, well, I

is don't know. There may be others that..there may be in

.tiese supports information which would be relevant tol16

e 17 the other motions. I don't know. But , . . -

18 MR. HORIN: But..4

19 MS. ELLIS: ..there is another problem with

20 this particular request. I'm, I'm not finished yet.

21 There were other items which we received information

22 on on July 6th and July 7th.
,

.-

23 In addition, Item 9, Item 9 on Page 8 of our

24 May 17th motion for discovery asked for the calculation

25 and drawing for the 180 supports, for the 182 supports
-_

_
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wj i reviewed. And in.the conference call of June 15th, the

2 Board ordered that the applicant give us access to

3 those so that we could review them and make copies

4 on some of them, if we wanted to, if we needed to.

5 The applicant provided only a list and in

6 their July 5th letter, they stated that, suggested

7 that CASE select a sample from the list about 20

g supports.

JUDGE BLOCH: And what's the transcript9

citation to our order that they provide more than ajo

list?
3,

(. MS. ELLIS: All right. Let me find that.
12

It's 14,069.I 13^''
. ;
' '

JUDGE BLOCH: Let's hold on for a moment.'"
j4

MS. ELLIS: That's Lines 19 through 23.
15

MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, what page was that?
16

MS. ELLIS: 14,069, Lines 19 through 23.37

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Horin, as soon as you have

it available..let's go off the record.39

(OFF THE RECORD).20

JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, what does that-

21

transcript say?22

MS. ELLIS: It states Item 9..this is23

Mrs. Ellis.. Item 9 on Page 8 asks for us to be able
74

25 to review the calculations and drawings, those same

p
V
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's> 1 182 supports. Judge Bloch, okay, that is covered by

2 .the same ruling the Board just made. And the ruling

3 the Board just made was on transcript Page, Page 14,068.
4 This is the one where you were, you were discussing
5 the list itself.

6 The applicants have made an argument and

7 Judge Bloch states they have no basis because you

8 haven't provided the basis for your finding. Thay

9 want to know what '.he supports are. How can they

10 check whether you're right or wrong until they know

it what the supports are?

12 And the applicants pointed out that they had

,. s i3 provided the information to the staff, Judge Bloch.
I i
'

'/
14 Okay, but providing information to the staff is not

is an answer request to the discovery request by

16 Intervenors.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Mr. Horin, how do you

18 stand on this?

19 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman,..

20 JUDGE-BLOCH: Yes.

21 MR. HORIN: If I might point out how the,

22 our' conversation with Mrs. Ellis developed on that.

23 I think that our response was consistent with the

24 Board's ruling. There are many, many documents that

2s would-be necessary to pull together to provide this

.-

-.
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and the Board's ruling that we provide'information to

2
.

(inaudible) so that' they can determine whether our
n

'3 calculations were successful or appropriate by

4
.providing to Mrs. Ellis a list of every single one of

5 those supports and suggest that they ought to (inaudible),

6 explaining to her that it would be burdensome to. pull

'7 all of them together.

i 8 At that time, Mrs. Ellis told me that she

9 was unsure as to what their response to that approach

to would be but that she would have to talk to Mr.

11 Walsh. And that was, as Mrs. Ellis just pointed out,

12 I believe, July 7th or 6th. That's approximately

13 three weeks ago, and I.have not heard back since then.

14 We proposed something and Mrs. Ellis, herself,

15 has not come back with a response on that for over

16 three weeks now.

17 MS. ELLIS: That, that is not my recollaction

18 of this at all, sir. My recollection is that we had

19 argued at some length about this matter. And I

20 believe in a conference call regarding other supports

21 which we had' asked for to be able to look at the

22 calculations on, we explained in great detail the

23 reasons that we felt, that Mr. Waleh felt that they

24 needed to be able to look at the particular items in

25 question rather than just a list.

n

( -)
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.3
' ' 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Sorry, I don't understand it.

2 If I understand the transcript that I just read,

3 applicants argue that they already prcvided these

4 documents to the staff; is that correct, Mr. Horin?

5 MR. HORIN: No. This is.. applicants (inaudible)

6 portion of the transcript related to discussions with

7 the staff has to do with the staff review of these

8 calculations.

9 They came down themselves after they

10 received our motion and response in A500 and reviewed

11 several calculations. We mentioned that in the course

12 of the conference call.

7'; 13 Mrs. Ellis then requested that they also be
a'

14 provided with the calculations. And the Board said

15 that they should be given an opportunity to review

10 calculations. We proposed to Mrs. Ellis that they

17 select from the list a sample. It would be a blind

18 sample. We gave her every single support. She could

19 pick whichever sample she wished. I made a suggestion,

20 I believe, of 20 supports.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Was there some chars.terization

22 of what the supports were?

23 MR. HORIN: These are all the supports that

24 were reviewed by applicants in their A500 steel filing

25 to determine what the stress levels were both before
_

_.)
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t'' '
and after I had taken into account the supposed

-

2-
reduced stress values for A500 steel.

3
JUDGE BLOCH: Wcll, for example, was there

4
at.'y way to provide, in addition to the list for CASE's

5
purpose, a listing of which supports were considered

6
to be most crucial because they were nearer to the

,

#
border.

8
MR. HORIN: The list was just a list of the

9
supports themselves, just in the order we had pulled

"I them from our files when we did the study some time

" ago.

12 MR. JORDAN: Right. It is my understanding,

13i if I remember right, that those were the supports

I4 that could have been affected by the change in the

15 specifications.

"3 MR. HORIN: There were a large sample of

'7 the supports which could have been affected.

'8
CUDGE BLOCH: I guess what my feeling is

'O that when we discussed this the last time, if

20 applicants didn't intend to turn over all the drawings,

21 that this would have been reasonable grounds for them

22 to discuss with us then.

23 I think the delay in resolving this matter

24 came about because it wasn't raised at that time.

26 And when the applicants decided they wanted to do

g
LJ
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'~' i something different, they didn't come back to the Board

on it.2

Now, did you think that Mrs. Ellis was

going along? Is that what happened, that she was
4

agreeing to the sampling suggestion?

MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, we were pursuing

this consistent with the Board's repeated suggestions

'that the parties try and work things out informally.
8

We thought it was consistent with the Board's ruling

in the conference call.
to

My understanding from Mrs. Ellis was not
11

necessarily that she agreed with it but that she would
12

talk to Mr. Walsh and get back to us.
e's 13() JUDGE BLOCH: Is that what happened, Mrs.

14

Ellis, or not?
15

MS. ELLIS: I don't think that I ever
16

indicated that we agreed with them in any way, shape
17

or form. And I think that, as I mentioned in, one
is

of his conversations..
19

MR. HORIN: (Inaudible).
20

JUDGE BLOCH: I'm sorry, you're bcth
21

talking.- Let's let Mrs. Ellis talk first and then
22

Mr. Reynold, Mr. Horin may respond.
23

MS. ELLIS: I think we made it very clear
24

why we do not feel this sort of sampling, which we
25

,
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q
-f 1 have done before in trying.to do, oblige the applicant'

2 and understanding of their problem, why this is not

3 adequate.

4 You simply cannot tell from a listing such

5 as this what, what's involved. You can't tell which

6 supports are more crucial. You can't tell..as I

7 undcrstand it, about all that can be told from this

a list is whether they are large bore or small bore.

9 And it appears from what little I know about

io this, which io very little actually, that most of these
<

it are small bore. I may be wrong in that, but if so, t

,

12 that raises the question, also, in our mind as to
i

,, s . 13 how, how accurate a sampling this is to begin with.
( )

'

14 MR. HORIN: _Mr. Chairman?

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mr. Reynolds?

16 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis' recollection..

- 17 JUDGE BLOCH: It's Mr. Horin.
f

18 MR. HORIN: ..is not 100% correct. I believe

19 she indicated to me that she did not know whether or

20 not to go along with this but she say that she would

.21 have to talk to Mr. Walsh and see what he thought.

22 That was three weeks ago, and we have not heard back

23 from her.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you call her back and ask?

25 I mean after all, it's kind of a crucial matter to

-( )
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,es

\- 1 resolve so we can get the case on the road.

2 MR. HORIN: I've been down here for three

3 straight weeks.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay.

5 MR. MIZUNO: Chairman Bloch, this is Geary

6 Mizuno.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mr. Mizuno?

8 MR. MIZUNO: First, I wanted to state that

9 Mr. Horin was correct stating that the staff was

10 indeed aware of the list of 180 at that..it was Dr.

11 Chen that vowed to do a sample review of the calculations,

12 and that is reflected in Dr. Chen's affidavit which

13 is attached to the staff's answer to the motion for(-
'

14 summary disposition on A500 steel.

15 but, more importantedly, I seem to recall

16 in my mind the fact that during one of our conference

17 calls, informal conference calls between the staff

18 and the applicants in which we, we transcribed..oh, and
.

19 I think we also had Mrs. Ellis on. And this is before

20 the, we had.our conference call we're just referring

21 tc now, but this is one of the late night calls

27 where we were trying to exchange information.

23 I think Mrs. Ellis very early on raised this

24 question of getting all 180 supports. Applicants

25 early on said that that would probably be burdensome and

L )
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I could she be satisfied with a sample. And at that'

2 time Mrs. Ellis indicated that she didn't know. She

3 would have to check with Mr. Walsh.

4 So, as far as I can tell, Mrs. Ellis knew

5- even before the conference call which the judge ruled

6 upon saying turn over these things, that Mrs. Ellis

7 Was aware that she had, she had this document early

8 on, but applicants' proposed a counter, counter solution.

9 And she just wasn't ready to commit herself.

10 So, I can't understand why it took so long

11 for her to, and I guess still have not yet gotten back

12 to Mr. Walsh to see whether a sample approach was

13 acceptable or not.
f-)
( /''

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, the history makes it

15 harder for me-to understand why the sampling approach

16 wasn't discussed at the conference if that's what the

17 applicants intended to do, but let's try to solve the

18 problem, instead of assessing blame at this point.

19 MS. ELLIS: I, I would like to, to point

20 out one further thing for the record and that is that

21 Mr. Horin states in the July 5th letter that, as I

22 discussed with you the other day on the phone, I am

23 enclosing a list of all the supports. And I suggest

24 that CASE seJect a sample.

25 I know that at the time we discussed that on

.

~J'
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''i 1 the phone, I very definitely stated that that was not'

2 acceptable and was informed that that's what the
.

3 applicants were going to do.

4 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, that's contrary

5 to my recollection. It's contrary to Mr. Mizuno's

6 recollection of a previous call. My recollection is

7 that you were not sure and that you would talk to

8 Mr. Walsh.

9 JUDGE BLCCH: Okay. I think what we've got

to to do is to work out some way around this. It seems

it to me there ought to be a way of drawing the sample,

12 that the Intervenors are going to need more information

.s 13 about it.
s
''

14 They want to know, for example, whether

is it's small bore, whether which of these are small bore

H3 and which are large bore. And you probably have a

17 computer run somewhere that comes out of the analysis

18 which would enable the Intervenors to match up

19 certain of the output variables to the individual

20 supports so that they could see which ones appear

21 to be of greater interest to them.

22 MR. HORIN: There's no computer run that,

23 with the stresses and the calculations performed by
'

24 individuals on individual supports.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Is there a tabulation of

3
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~2 MR. HORIN: I'd have to review to see if

3 there's a. separate tabulation of which ones were the,

4 (inaudible). .If (inaudible) a sample of those from

5 that end of the spectrum and we have such a list that

6 could do that, we'd agree. But our, our point's so

7 thin that providing 182 calculations has to be

8 burdensome and that the information that would be

9 received from a sample is sufficient for responding
,

10 to.the motions to determine whether applicants

11 . properly _ calculated the stresses.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, but I just think we

(~] ,13 need to be able to provide CASE with a better basis
V

14 for drawing that sample, it being understood, of course,'

15 that if the first sample shows problems, they would

16 go on and enlarge the sar ile.

17 But I think~they need to provide you with

18 theirLcriteria for selecting a sample. One of them was

19 small bore or large bore. I think another one might

20 be the,'which ones are marginal from a stress stand-

21 point.

22 Are there any others that you know of,

23 Mrs. Ellis?

24- MS. ELLIS: No, but I would like to confer

25 with Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle on that one before we

,,

~ ,/
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provide those criteria.

JUDGE BLOCH: If you would, I'd like you to
3

provide that promptly in writing, let's say within the
4

next three work..by next Tuesday.

MS. ELLIS: Put it in the mail by next

Tuesday?

JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, but when you put it in

8 the mail, would you plea.'e call Mr. Horin and discuss

8 it with him so that he'll know what the criteria are
10 and we can get that done quickly and we can enable

II CASE to respond to this motion, to the relevant

12 motions?

13
['l MS. ELLIS: All right, I'll do that. And
x_ -

I4 one further..

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, wait. I think Mr. Horin

16 had a response?

17 MR. HORIN: Yes. We'll, we want to object

'8
to Mrs. Ellis establishing some criteria that they

'8
would like to make a selection from, but I would simply

20 point'out that the calculations that are performed are

21 the.same for all supports. It's simply a matter of

22 taking the stress and (inaudible) to a separate

23 allowable, regardless of whether it's large bore or

24 small bore or any other type of support. The type

25 of calculations performed is the same for all of them.

o
V '
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''' 1 I'd just like to make that clear, that..

'

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Because Mr., Dr. Chen, as I

3 recall, found that there were some problems that he

4 had to resolve related to some of them. So, that

5 while the calculations may have been the same, there

6 may be some of greater interest to CASE for their

7 review purpcses.

8 MR. MIZUNO: Chairman Bloch, may I respond

9 to that point?

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

11 MR. MIZUNO: This is Mr. Mizuno. I believe

12 that the calculations that were referred to here were

,e s 13 not special calculations which were generated for the

']t

14 purpose of litigation.

15 Dr. Chen did not review the, you know, the

16 accuracy.of the calculation because that was not what

17 the applicants had presented these calculations for.

18 .Rather, they didn't even talk about calculations, but

19 they did indicate that they took the stresses, the

20 calculated stresses, then compared them against the

21 allowables.

22 Those stresses had already been calculated

23 earlier. The question wasn't, was the accuracy of

24 the calculations per se or rather was with the, the

25 comparison.

p
L.)
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' ' ' 1 Mr., Dr. Chen's point in his affidavit was

2 that he was concerned at some point that the improper

3 allowab'les were being compared against the stressea.

4 That's the point.

5 I just, I don't want the Board to believe

6 that Mrs. Ellis is going to be going into the accuracy

7 of the calculation per se.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, I. guess CASE's point, as

'9 I understand it, is that if the design document show

to stresses that were calculated in error, then the

11 allowables may, in fact, be exceeded.

' 12 And I think what they want to know is

10 which of the stresses are the higher so that they can7-)
i '
j

14 look at ones that might be greater than the allowable

15 if there were errors.

16 MR. MIZUNO: I see. Fine. I guess my only

17 other point is that I'm not..do I take it Mrs. Ellis

18 is now agreeing that a sampling approach is

19 acceptable?

20 MS. ELLIS: If, if we can select the ones

21 that we want according to our criteria rather than

22 just.having to select them blindly from this list, I

23 think we can work something out.

24 MR. MIZUNO: Are you saying you want..but

25 your criteria'are going to be selecting supports from

i
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' ' ' 1 the list of 180?

2 JUDGE BLOCH: And you're going to take a

' 3 sample of 20 from that list? But we're going..the

4 criteria that are going to be provided by CASE.

S- MS. ELLIS: I don't know about 20. I think
,

6 that I need to talk to Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle. It

7 might be a few more, it might be a few less. I don't

8 know what criteria.

9 If applicants can, can supply them

to according to criteria which we request, I think we

11 might well be able to take less. I don't know.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Let's leave it as a

7s 13 maximum of about 20, okay? If there's some strong
k.

14 rationale for why you need just a few more than that,

15 okay. But, otherwise,-try to keep it under 20.

16 MS. ELLIS: All right. And..

17 MR. HORIN: Could I just ask one question

u3 of Mrs. Ellis? Has she spoken with Mr. Walsh and

19 Mr. Doyle about this?

20 MS. ELLIS: Yes. The last word I had from

21 them is they want the, the, all of the information

22 on all of them because they can't tell from this list

23 what's what.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now WL've tried to give

25 him a way of telling what's what. So, maybe that will

p
%,)
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o
N- 1 solve their problem and, also, is a balance between the

2 burdensomeness and the importance of the information.

3 .MS. ELLIS: All right. I would like to,

4 also, point the Board's attention to one thing and

5 state for the record, in the June 6, 1984 telephone

6 conference call for the applicants and the staff, on

7 Pages 102 through 111, there is extensive discussion

8 regarding 60 supports which had to do with something

9 else.

10 But in this we said, we went into great -

11 detail and had quite c discussion about the reasons

12 we did not believe that the sampling technique as

13 we engaged in before was correct. I think the

14 applicants and the staff from that certainly, aside

15 from any other consideration, should have been put on

16 notice that we do not'think that this sampling

17 technique, as had.-done,.had been done in the past,

18 was sufficient.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. I'm not sure why you

20 said that. Was it relevant to something that was

21 . going to happen?

.22 MS. ELLIS: I think that, I feel that, that

23 the recollections here have been called into question,

24 including mine. And I think that this is something

25 which, which needs to be in the record because it is

NRC/93
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f - 1- very clear in the record our feelings about this kind

2 of sampling technique.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Are you suggesting that the

4 method that the Board is suggesting is in error? Is

5 that what you're arguing?

6 MS. ELLIS: No. I'm arguing the technique

7 that the applicants were saying. They seem to be

8 saying that, that..

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, I understand that, but

10 I. don't understand why it's necessary. We don't have

11 to prove when we're right everytime. The object is

12 to get at the truth and to make some progress in the

o 13 proceeding.

14 MS. ELLIS: , I think that, I think that that

15 was my purpose, to get at the truth.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: No, no, but for the truth of

17 the safety matters in the case?

18 MS. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: And to advance the case. And

20 there's no reason when it doesn't have to do with a

21 , safety matter why we just have to prove that we're

22 right. There's no reason to have to prove that a

23 person is right.

24 We're trying to do something here which is

25 to protect the public from, in the matter of a

O
' u_.)-
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'' 1
licensing of a nuclear plant. And everytime you're right, j

2 doesn't mean we have to prove that on the record.

3 There will be many times when you're right. And we
#

just don't want to go into it each time.

5 Now, let's go on to the next discovery

6 matter that creates a problem for you.

7 MS. ELLIS: Okay. On the, on the next item

8 which is staffing factors for OBE and SSE loading

9 conditions.

M) MR. HORIN: Just a moment.

M MS. ELLIS: This is one that I believe that

12 Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle are near completing. We did

''x 13 receive the information about a week later than what;

LJ
14 we had anticipated, but I think that they, they are

15 .close to completing this.

H3 JUDGE BLOCH: So, you're basically roughly,

17 within the regulatory deadlines?

"3 MR. HORIN: (inaudible) none of these are

"I roughly within the regulatory deadline.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: In this one, at least, you're

21 working on the substantive response. Could you tell

22 us when, Mrs,. Ellis, when you'll be done?
23 MS. ELLIS: What Mr. Walsh had suggested

24 was that we put it in the mail on August 6th, which

25 would give us sufficient time to get it to Mr. Doyle

,
t 4

.
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' for his review and get it back.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, when, when will it be

3 filed with the Board?

4 MS. ELLIS: If we put it in the mail on the

5 6th, by overnight it should be there by the 7th.

-6 JUDGE BLOCH: Oh, I see, I'm sorry. I thought

7 that was internal mailing for CASE.

8 MS. ELLIS: Oh, no, no.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Let's have comments

10 on whether or not this extension should be permitted.

11 Mr. Horin?

12 MR. HORIN: We believe that it's

13 inappropriate. As Mrs. Ellis pointed out, we providedgg
v

14 the information a few days after she indicated in her

15 letter she felt she might be able to get it.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. When did the informa-

17 tion get into CASE's hands, Mrs. Ellis?

18 MS. ELLIS: It looks like' June 29th on that
#

19 one.

20 MR. HORIN: Well, that's one week at the

21 outside. Mrs. Ellis originally represented to the

22 Board that she would file this on July 9.

23 MS. ELLIS: We've, we've done the best

24 we can on..you know, I can't say anymore than that.

25 Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle have worked very hard on trying

O
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I'd
'" # 1 to complete as many of these as possible.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, were you aware

3 that you were going over the deadline and you really

4 didn't have an excuse on this one?

5 MS. ELLIS: On this one, I don't know. I

6 had not really done an analysis on all of these. Have

7 been told that there were a lot of open items throughout

8 all of these, that some of them they were unable to

9- proceed on. And they're working on all of them, I

10 know, as fast as they can. They're working on

11 several at once and trying to do the best they can on,

12 on, with the information they have.

, -m- 13 I had not done an analysis until this

14 morning, and I worked for like four hours before the

15 conference call getting all this prepared.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Does the staff comment?

17 MR. MIZUNO: This is Mr. Mizuno. I really

la don't have any comment at this time.

19 MR. JORDAN: Chairman . (inaudible) that it's
20 going to delay the decision (inaudible) extra time.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: .And, Mr. Horin, I take it you

22 wanted to fold on this one?

23 MR. HORIN: Of course, Mr. Chairman. If I

24 might make a comment with respect to Dr. Jordan's

25 comment. All of these issues are crucial in terms of

a
\ i
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'' '
the need to complete them in order to obtain a decision

2
so that applicants can obtain a license (inaudible).

3
Any extension of time on any matter is critical to that

4
obtaining a license on the, on the schedule that

5 applicants require.

'

MR. JORDAN: Sir, I understand that. We

7 discussed, however, the staff's coming in on August 27th

8 with many of these things.
.

9 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman,..

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Who is that?

I' MR. HORIN: This is Mr. Horin. As the rule,

12 as I pointed out from the letter that I sent to Mrs.

13 Ellis on July 15th, even though Mrs. Ellis had

14 established a schedule that provided for responses

Mi way beyond the time period that would have been allowed

H3 under the (inaudible), we allowed her to set that

'7 schedule, recognizing'that there was a large amount of

18 information to provide responses to. y

"3 That was her own schedule. Now Mrs. Ellis

20 has come back with a response that will be

21 approximately a month after she had originally planned

22 to file it. It's simply another example of, of

23 schedule and this one imposed by her, herself.

24 MR. JORDAN: Mrs. Ellis is at fault.

25 MR. HORIN: Without any (inaudible) to why

!n;
\_/
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L' _] ' she's going to be late, an attempt to show in a timely

2 manner that she needs an extension.
3 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Dr. Jordan wants to

4
make a statement.

5 DR. JORDAN: Mrs. Ellis' fault was only that

6 she..when she went over the other schedule, she should

7' have come back in with a request for further extension

8 .to show good cause from there on. She failed to do

9 that, but I don't think we..I would not be in favor of,

10 of (inaudible) a default for having failing to do that.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Wouldn't it look awfully

12 technical, Mr. Horin, to do that under circumstances

f'S 13 where the Board can't start working on these in a
c.
w:

14 serious way yet, anyway?

15 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman, this is only the

16 second of fifteen or sixteen motions for summary

17 disposition. At some point, and I think the point is

now, we have :to start 'sett' ng down strongly to Mrs.18 i

19 Ellis that we need to have responses in a timely

20 manaer.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Why for Board purposes isn't

22 a timely manner prior to the staff response? If there

23 is no loss to the Board at all..

24 -MR. HORIN: We, we have not indicated that

25 Tea necessarily agree with the staff schedule. We have
m

.

m .-
,

.
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~' '
no control over the staff, and the Board really does

2 not either.

3 qur point is that we have many, many issues

4
to resolve in a'very short period of time. Mrs. Ellis

5 is not providing timely responses. We've been very

6 lenient with Mrs. Ellis in allowing her to set her own

7 schedule and, yet, we find that she is switching

a schedules without notifying the parties, without

9 -demonstrating good cause as required by the Rules of

to Practice.

11 We think we've been very lenient and have

:2- afforded her ample opportunity to develop whatever

13) information she required.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: The Chairman is prepared to

15 rule.

16 MS. ELLIS: But I have one, one comment I'd

17 like to make, if I may?

18 JUDGE BLOCH: No, you may not. The Chairman

19 is prepared to rule that time deadlines are for the

20 purpose of advancing the proceeding. Their purpose is

21 to allow a fair and expeditious treatment of the

22 matters at -hand.

23 We have an unusual circumstance here, where

24 the motions pending before us cannot be decided until

25 after the staff files and the Board has no control over

-s

,
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'# '
the staff, filing date.

2 Under the circumstances, to throw away the

3 Intervenor's opportunity to file because it has met,

4
missed a date provided for in the rules, would not

5 advance the interest of fairness or expediency. It

6 would do neither.

7 It would be merely throwing a matter out

8 because of a technicality. Under the circumstances, the

9 Chairman reverses the ruling he made previously on

10 the maximum roughness decision because that also is

11 covered by the same consideration.

12 'So long as Mrs. Ellis files prior to the

13 staff on these matters, we will not consider her

14 filings to be untimely.
,

15 MR. HORIN: Mr. 1:hairmani

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, elr. Horin?

17 MR. HORIN: I think that wi should point

18 out and the Board should recognize tnat the staff has

19 been unable to identify exac.ly what date they will bee

20 filing their responses.

21 I th. ink the staff schedules are independent

22 'of Mrs.'Ellis'. I recognize your point that your

23 require the staff's responses to file a pleading, but
,

24 as (inaudible; your raling on the matter, but the staff

25 has been unabin to say evacily when they'll be filing

m
.,o
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1 individual answers to these motions.
2 I think that we need to establish now that.

s

3 the filing of responses to these motions from Mrs.

4 Ellie needs to be considered independently of the
5 . staff's responses in view of the lack of details on

6 when the staff is going to file.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Well,'let's say this. Mrs.

8 Ellis is over on her deadlines on almost all of these
9 motions. I'have asked the staff'to coordinate with her
ic so that she will not be surprised about early filings.

11 She will be at her peril if sl.e were to exceed the

12 staff filing because she's over her own deadlines. But

'
,- 13 unless she exceeds the staff filing, there is no harm
' '

14 to the proceeding. ,

15 I agree with you, Mr. Horin, that she may

16 not count on the staff. coming in on a certain time.

17 We'll have the staff coordinate with her, though. And

18 she will be at her peril if the staff were to file

19 something before her because she slipped.

20 MR. IlORIN; Yeah, I would just comment that

21 this ruling, in effect, means that the dead. lines4

! 22 established by the Rules of Practico and deadlinos!

23 submitted by the parties, themselves, are noaningldss

24 now.
~

25 We ascume that in the future Mrs. E'111s will
/

_..
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'
1 be careful to abide by whatever deadlines are established

2 by the rules and good cause shown whenever extensions

3 are granted.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Sure, this is an extraordinary

5 situation based on the inability of the Board to act

6 before,the staff filings are received. We would urge

7 Mrs. Ellis to make her filings sooner than the staff,

a if possible. In fact,..

9 MR. MIZUNO: Chairman Bloch?

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. I think that we could,

it in fact, require that they be done earlier than that

12 because there is some advantage to the Board in having

them in advance of the staff so we can read them.i3g)
'

14 There's usually one week prior to the staff required.

is Is that your problem also, Mr. Mizuno?

16 MR. MIZUNO: No, I had a point to make. To

17 the extent that this may be considered as a motion for

18 reconsideration, you may consider it, although..

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Please.

20 MR. MIZUNO: ..I'm not pressing it, but you,

21 I understand that part of the reason or the major

22 portion of your reason is that believing that it would

23 not be, it would be unfair for Mrs. Ellis to be held

24 to specific deadlines at this point because the staff

25 is, has slipped on its schedule or is, has yet to

p.

I .J
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' respond to the various motions for surmary disposition
'

2 and that, therefore, there is no prejudice.

3 I guess I want to point out that the staff

4 acts, the staff is, is not a party to proceeding in

5 the same' sense that the applicants and the Intervenor

6 is. And I wanted to point out that that relationship

7 and how it functions within the hearing context, to

8 see that the responsibilities of CASE are different

from the staff and,'therefore, because of the different9

to kind of responsibilities that the Intervenor has in

11 this case, that it is under a greater burden to show

12 that there is, in fact, issue in this case.

^1 13 And so, t' erefore, it should be held to

14 showing whether or not there is a real issue in this

15 case ahead of what the staff may, may show.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let me ask, does the

17 staff actually need CASE filings to complete its

18 response? -

19 MR. MIZUNO: No, it doesn't, but, but the

20 point I'm trying to make is that the only reason that

21 we're having hearings on any given issue is because

22 Intervenor has raised it and has been accepted as a

23 contention by the sub-issue of a contention in the

24 proceeding, such that we have to litigate it out.

25 Now, the applicants have filed a motion for
-

,/
_,__
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v' I summary disposition which indicates that they believe

2 that there are no facts, material facts in dispute

3 and that they're entitled to the judgment as a matter

4 of law.

5 It is, it is the. it is incumbent upon the

6 Intervenors that the party which (inaudible) began

7 this proceeding to, to give the facts that it has now

8 available to contradict what the applicants are

9 saying. '

10 They are the people who, whose action

11 resulted.in the formation of the (inaudible) safety and

12 licensing board and which resulted in the licensing

r) 13 proceeding. If at this point they cannot make a good

14 showing, contradicting the applicant's motion for

15 . summary disposition, then at that point there is no

16 further need for the Board to listen to what the staff

17 has to say about the issue.
,

18 If the, if the Intervenors cannot make their

19 case, then they have, they have lost and that issue

|- 20 should be dropped from the proceeding. It is not

21 necessary for the Bo rd to wait for this fact in every

22 case. If it is clear that the Intervenor cannot

23 proceed by itself, does not have sufficient information

24 to withstand a motion for summary disposition, the

25 Board can go ahead and rule. It doesn't have to wait

$
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'# '). for the staff.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let me ask you. In terms

3 of fairness and time deadlines, the staff resources are

4 plentiful and CASE's resources are not so plentiful,..

5 MR. MIZUNO: Well,..

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Let me ask..

7 MR. MIZUNO: I'd say the staff's resources are

8 unlimited. They're not, they're certainly not as limited

9 as CASE's, but you must realize that to the extent that

to the staff resources are spent in trying to respond to a

11 problem which by all right, in other words, according

12 to the procedures that have been set forth for conducting

13 a licensing proceeding, those issues would be dropped

14 out and staff resources wouldn't, are improperly spent

15 in resolving those type of issues.

1G I think that represents the, an inefficient

li allocation of the agency's resources. They can be

la better spent looking at what the staff may consider to

19 be a more significant problem.

20 JUDGE BLOCil: Yes, but I was trying to use

21 the time that the staff requires to respond, is some

22 measure of what's fair in terms of the Intervonors.

23 MR. MIZUNO: I don't think that that is the,

24
|

that can be the measuring point.

25 JUDGE BLOCll: Why not?

v
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i
''"

MR. MIZUNO: Because the staff has a lot of

2 technical people, people who are professionally educated

3 and have the professional capability to evaluate the,

4 the technical concept of the applicant's motion for

5 summary disposition.

6 And the time necessary for them to evaluate

7 a, their, the technical filings by the applicant are

a not necessarily the same as the kind of time necessary>

9 for Intervenors to evaluats those technical, technical

10 matters.

31 JUDGE BLOCH: In fact, the Intervonors have

i7 available two technical people, just two?

m 13 MR. MIZUNO: That's true, but they might,
\

14 their expertise might not be sufficient to, to be able

is to allow them to review all the matters which the

is applicants have responded to.

17 In other words, Mr., Mr. Doyle and Mr. Walsh

is may have expertise to only evaluate a small portion of

19 the technical arguments which have been presented by

20 applicant. And to that extent, there, if their

21 review time, hypothetically, is measured on the order

22 of say a week or two, that's quito different from the

23 staff's allocation of resources.Since we have a lot

24 more expertise into a lot of different areas, that, that
,

25 time period might be measured on the order of weeks.

- - ,

i
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1

So, I'm saying that the timo necessary for

the staff to complete its review, it should not be..

JUDGE BLOCH: Determinativo.
4 .

Yeah, it should not be determina-MR. MIZUNO:

tive of the time necessary for CASE to completo its
6

technical review.

JUDGE' BLOCit Mrs. Ellis, I, I have some concern

a
that the staff may be right, that some public resources

8
are being squandered on issuos where CASE cannot

to identify a genuino issuo.

" Can you holp the Board to figuro out whether

12 thoro's a way to accomodato your legitimato noods to

33 respond in depth and, also, help the staff to know

'4
areas in which there really is no legitimate genuino

'6e' issue that Intervonors have?

I "'
MS. ELLIS: All right. I'd like to, I'd like

.

'#
to discuss this further with Mr. Walsh and Mr. Doyle.

'8
My, my fooling at this point is that I'd be a little'

'U
concerned about getting into a race with the staff as

20 to what they were going to file first and what we woro

21 going to file first.

22 JUDGE BLOCil: Yeah, but that's going to be the

23 best we can do for you becauso you're way over your

24 deadlinos.

25
MS. ELLIS: There is..

x

w.
'
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I
JUDGE BLOCH: Except on the ones where there's

2 discovery outstanding. We're going to have to set that

3
separately.

4
MS. ELLIS: Yes. There's, what I was thinking

5 was that it might be that, that, that we should get with

6 the staff and try to work out some sort of a schedule

7 with them because it may very well be that Mr. Walsh

8 and Mr. Doyle are not working first on the same things

9 that'the staff may be working on first.

10 MR. MIZUNO: Chairman Bloch, may I respond

11 to that, please, unless Mrs. Ellis wants to continuo?

12 MS. ELLIS: There are a couple of other things

13 I'd like to mention.

14 JUDGE BLOCil Can we let Mr. Miruno comment
15 on that? I had asked that the staff try to inform you,

16 and it was my belief that they were doing that.

I' MR. MIZUNO: Yes. Chairmaa Bloch, you are

18 correct in that. As soon as we found out that it was

19 your desire that the staff contact Mrs. Ellis regarding

20 our scheduling of summary, our responses to the motions

21 for summary disposition, I did call Mrs. Ellis and I

22 did indicate to her which ones we were working on and

23 which ones we thought we would be filing first.

24 I did indicate to her that we would probably

25 be filing the AWS ASME weld design response first and
_
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J 1 that close behind those would probably be the friction

2 forces and the adapting values, summary disposition

3 motion.

4 JUDGE BLOCII: So, the staff is doing its best

5 to try to keep her informed?

6 MR. MIZUNO: And I will continuo to do that.
-

7 JUDGE BLOCil Okay, please. Now, Mrs. Ellis,

a you had more to say.

9 MS. ELLIS: Okay.

to MR. JORDAN: I wanted to say somothing tc
!

11 Mrs. Ellis.

12 JUDGE BLOCll: This is Dr. Jordan.

p 13 DR. JORDAN: It seems to me that Mr. Walsh
G'

14 and Mr. Doyle should look very carefully at the notions

is for summary disposition and not try to rebut things

16 that are, that are not specifically stated in the

17 summary disposition. I have a fooling that they fool

is that they havo got to make an operiori (Phonetic) caso,

19 so to speak, with regard to each one of those things.

20 All they have to do is to address the state-.

21 ments that are in the summary disposition. If they

27 have no reason for disagrooing with those statomonto,

23 it doesn't mean that you have lost the caso, that the

24 summary disposition statomonto does not cover ovorything

25 in tho, in the whole caso. So, I, I have a fooling

(n)_
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'' that they're trying to go too far. It's just a matter"'

2 of advico, but-that's all.

'3 JUDGE BLOCH: Related to that, Mrs. Ellis,

4 I'm concerned that they should rospond when they think

5 there are matters that can affect the public safety

6 but that if they've done their review and they havo

7 decided that there's nothing important, that they

8 shouldn't make 1 a matter of technical dispt te because

9 we really are only interested in safoty. And we're

10 not interested in wasting the staff time.

11 MS. ELLIS: Certainly. We aren't, either.

12 And I, I appreciato that, and I think that the Board's

13 voto on the AWS as the initial ruling was helpful ing^)
i
''

I4 clarifying that.

15 Also, I'd like to stato regarding that, at

10 the time that filing was mado, we had no idea that thoro

17 was going to be an additional filing on the design and

18 felt that was going to be the full, the full responso

19 on the design and the construction.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now, I'd suggest that

21 that was just not careful reading, that, in fact, the

22 motion made it clear that there was going to be another

23 filing, but that can happen, if you road things

24 rapidly. I think that the motion did show that it was

25 going to be accompanied by another motion.
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'~ I DR. JORDAN: Okay. Let Mrs. Ellis go on.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

3 MS. ELLIS: There's, there's one thing that,

4
that I think should be remembered in all this. First of

5 all, there was one comment maoo by Mr. Mizuno a moment

6 ago which, to the effect that if the Intervonor can't

7 make their case, that they've lost and should go on.

8 I think it should be pointad out, I know

9 everyone's aware of it, but I think it should be pointed

to out that, basically, that principle did not apply -

11 initially on these design issues and we are, in fact,

12 now actually relitigating many of the issues because the

13 applicant in many cases did not bear their burden.

14 JUDGE BLOCII: Okay. That, that, that does

15 make it more complex to stick to what Mr. Mizuno was

16 saying since you already fielded a case on some of these

11 issues.

18 I still think that if we could try to limit

10 the responses to those that you really are seriously

20 concerned about, it would be helpful to the entire

71 proceeding, including CASE's success in making the points

22 it really cares about.

23 MS. ELLIS: Yes.
i'

24 JUDGE BLOCli So, is there anything also you
'

- 25 must cover at this point?

U
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I MS. ELLIS: Woll, do we want to go through the

2 rest of these discovery matters?

3 JUDGE BLOCil If there are important discovery

4
matters that relate to particular issues, wo should go

5 through some more. I'm not sure wo'll be ablo to finish

6 tonight, but let's go through some more now.

7 MR. !!ORIN: Mr. Chairman?

8 JUDGE BLOCil: Yes, Mr. !!orin.

9 MR. IlORIN: (inaudiblo) by whether or not

10 the Board's ruling earlier with respect to filing,

11 CASE's filing prior to the timo the staff files, in

12 that a generic ruling with respect to all of those or

q are we still going to go through each of them to identify13

14 whether (inaudible)?
15 JUDGE BLOCll: I guess the problem is that..

10 well, if..wo may not have to go through anymoro, Mr.

11 !!orin, providing that all of the discovery requests are

la going to be respondqd to so that whatever that deadlino

19 is, is not going to be shorter than the regulatory

20 deadline of 20 days?

21 MR. I!ORIN: I think that wo nood to go through

22 each of those to clarify whethor thoro are any outstand-

23 ing discovery requests at the time in which applicants

24 responded to CASE's previous discovery requests and

25 whethor thoro is justification for further extending

;
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'~~ # ' the time on any of these, beyond the schedule that oven

2 Mrs. Ellis established.
,

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, we already ruled on I
'

4
that. Do you have a motion for reconsideration? You've

i

5 heard the grounds we gave.
6 MR. HORIN: I did not understand the..,

t

7 JUDGE BLOCll It was generic.
.

i

8 MR. HORIN: Okay. Well, I think, then, that ,

9 this is a motion for reconsideration because there are '

10 several of these in which Mrs. Ellis either had no

11 outstanding discovery requests or in which applicants
!

12 provided the isformation beyond the time schedulo even ,

"; 13 Mrs. Ellis requested. i

G
14 JUDGE DLOCll: I know, but the ground we gave

i15 even included the reconsideration of our earlier

16 ruling on the maximum roughness. It's based on the

17 fact that there is no harm because we're going to wait '

for the staff anyway. Ila

"3 MR. l'ORIN: Just a moment, Mr. Chairman.

20 Yes, Mr. Chairman. Applicants tako exception to tho

23 Board's ruling as we understand it to be now.

27 As Mr. Mizuno properly stated, those are

73 matters that are raised betwoon CASE and the applicanto,

74 that the Board should and, indeed, muut again considoring

2S these motions for summary disposition, au soon as it

n

U
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'
'' ' receives information from CASE.

2 We think that CASE should file theic responses ,

3 in accordanco with a reasonable schedulo, indopondent of
*

whether or not the staff is filing their motions. !

6 Every day that wo savo on thoso mattors is another day

6 that is avoided on the critical path to a licensing {
i decision. !

a The staff, as Mr. Mizuno pointed out, may not

U even need to filo, indeed is not requirod to filo, an

W answer to those motions if CASE cannot demonstrato a
H material issue of fact. Wo think that tho way the Board

12 has establishod the scenario now could enable CASE to
'3

'}
end up waiting until, lato August or into September.

|

'4 And that if it turns out at that timo that there is an
r

15 issue of matorial fact that we have to go to hearing on,

'6 we havo lost lots of time when CASE should have been
'l filing in accordance with the rules and in accordance

in with the procedures that CASE agrood itself should

* have been filing responson on, sometimo this month or

20 carly next.

2' It places applicants in an untenablo position

22 which is grossly unfair to applicants.

23 MS. ELLID: Judge 111och?

24 MR. IlORIN: One more point, Mrs. Ellis. With
25 respect to Mrs. Ellis' concern about resourcos of CADE,

I i
|
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> ' the Board is well aware of the admonition of the appeals

2 board in the Susquehanna decision, and we think that we

3 have put that matter to rest by allowirft CASE to

4 establish its own schedulo for filing motions, filing

6 answers to our motions. And we did not object to CASE

6 filing, establishing its own schedulo. [

i We're now faced with the situation whoro CASE
a can't even make those schedulos and has not shown due

9 cause for missing its schedulo.

10 JUDGE BLOCII: I'd liko the staff to comment,

11 first, on my reading of Section 2.749, that authorizos
,

12 them to file within 20 days. Aro wo supposed to wait for

13 you to file if you don't filo within 20 days? Aro woq
14 supposed to just assume that the staff hasn't filod?

MR. MIZUNO: I believo that the staff did have16
'

<

to a motion whien was granted informally for an extension of ;

ti time.

1H JUDGE BLOCll Okay. Thu statf roquested it,

19 and we granted it?
|

20 MR. MIZUNO: Yes, but I guess I support

21 (inaudible) regardless of the fact that the staff asked ,

n for an extension of timo, CASE was under an obligation

23 since it was the, since it is the party that'n promonting

24 the contention hero, to come forward and robut what tho

3 applicants said in their motions for summary disposition.

O
NRC/93
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Yes, by, if the staff, if CASE cannot do that
i

and if the Board feels that that, at that point that
3

there is no further issue and that the applicants are
-4

entitled to judgment as a matter of law, then it doesn't

matter whether the staff has a, the staff had received an
6

extension. At that point, the Board can go ahead and

7
rule that CASE simply hadn't met its burden.

8
JUDGE BLOCH: I disagree because of the ruling

8
of the regulation, Mr. Mizuno. If the staff filing is

'O authorized under 2.'749, we're 'o rule on the filings, all~

t

" of them. We don't make two decisions. We make one.
12 MR. HORIN: Mr. airman?

I2("'; JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mr. Horin?
"_/

'#
MR. HORIN: I think that this, that question

is could be resolved easily if the. staff would indicate

16- that it is willing to allow the Board to go ahead and rule

I
on these motions without waiting a. staff answer as

18
soon as CASE files its response.

l9
A'd at least the Board can begin to developn

0
its decision based on whatever demonstration CASE has

21 made~in its responses,-but I do think that if the staff
-

22 will agree that the Board can go ahead and make its

23 decision without, waiting for the staff which is

consistent $ with the rule, all it says is the staff is24

25 authorized,.I{thinkthattheBoardshouldgoaheadand
.a,

.,

a ., y
% , .
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J 1- rule on the motions for summary disposition as soon as

2 CASE files its response.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: I guess I don't see how the, the

4 staff can do that and then file later. I can understand

5 how they can do that and not file. Does the staff want

6 to file on these motions or not?
,

7 MR. HORIN: The staff may decide that it need

a not file a response or, at the very least, a Board

9 decision was narrowly (inaudible) in dispute unless

30 the staff may file a response.

k
n JUDGE BLOCH: Well, what is the staff position

on this? That's what I'd like to know.12

, 13 MR. MIZUNO: I guess that the staff position
: )u-

^~'
34 is that if CASE does not file any response within the

15 time period alloted, that the staff, the staff will

16 allow the Board to go ahead and rule on.the matter,

17 but whe.re CASE has filed a, files a response in

18 accordance with the time dealine which is set down by

19 the Board,..

20 (END OF TAPE 3).

-21

22

23

24

25

-~
,

'd'

NRC/93
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1 MR. MIZUNO: -- where it is obvious the casa is de-

2 faulted on an issue.
,

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, that's consistent with the request

4 for the extension before us. It sounded like tne staff was

5 going to respond regardless. Mr. Treby, is this your under-

6 standing of the status position also?

7 MR. TREBY: I agree with everything the -- has said

8 so far. I guess I somewhat - yes, the staff's position.

9 MRS. ELLIS: Judge Bloch?

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mrs. Ellis?

11 MRS. ELLIS: There are, I think, a couple of points

12 that need to be discussed a little further here. I think as

13 we go through this list it will become apparent that there

14 are still open items on some of these items, on some of

15 these specific motions and --

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Open items meaning outstanding dis-

17 covery requests that are late in being resoonded to?

18 MRS. ELLIS: Yes, and I'm a little concerned that

19 what appears to me to be a fairly large inequity that appears

to be developing whereby the intervenor, if we are late in20

filing things, are, in effect, lose that portion of our con-
21

tention entirely. Whereas the applicants, if they're late
22

in supplying the documents we requested, apparently don't23

even receive a smack on the hand. To me that seems like a
24

very large inequity to expect. Another thing I think that
25

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
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1 needs to be pointed out is that I think we have a very un-

2 usual situation here in that we were flooded with numerous
3 motions for summary disposition all at the same time. Ob-

4 viously, the applicants could not prepare these all at the

5 same time. Many of them had to take several months to come

6 up with this information. These are serious technical issueo .

7 It is not appropriate for the Licensing Board to make a de-

8 ctston based on an incomplete record. I think the -- de-

O cision reflects that and, essentially, on serious design

10 issues the Board must have a complete record in order to

11 make an adquate ruling.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Horin, if you have just a very

13 brief remark because everyone has fully argued this. This

14 is a matter that the Board does not know any important pre-

15 cedent on. We're working directly from the regulations, as

16 far as I know.

17 MR. HORIN: Mr. Chairman?-

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mr. Horin?

19 MR. HORIN: I think that if we go down the list with

Mrs. Ellis it will become clear as to whether or not Mrs.20

Ellis has failed to meet her responsibilities by --
21

JUDGE BLOCH: Ok. Dr. Jordan, I'm going to rule,
22

having heard the motions for reconsideration. I do think it
23

was worth hearing the motions because I do not know of es-
24

) tablished precedent that governs how one sets deadlinen in a
25

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
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I matter that's this complex with approximately 16 technical

2 summary disposition motions filed, but the Board does think

3 that, given the complexity of these matters, that it is fair

4 to measure Cases response time by staffs. Case has made a

5 technical default on some of these matters in that it did

6 not timely recquest an extension of time and it has not fil-

7 ed in appropriate form affidavits in the matters that they

8 need to know in order to respond.

9 Nevertheless, the Board affirms its earlier ruling

to because it sees no prejudice to the proceedings and because

11 I guess more importantly, the correct measure of the diffi-

12 culty of responding here is that dedicated, paid public ser-

13 vants who are .?esponding are taking just the time that we
,

'
1-4 are going to allow to Case. We're not going to force Case

15 to respond to this massive filing in any way other than that

16 they must beat the staff.

17 Now, Mrs. Ellis, --

18 DR. JORDAN: Mr. Chairman, that was expressed as my

19 opinion.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you, Dr. Jordan. What is that?

MR. HORIN: This is Mr. Horin. May I make just a21

brief comment?22

JUDGE BLOCH: I think not because we now have had a23

decision and a reconsideration and that's enough. Mrs.24

25 Ellis, on discovery, please.
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1 MR. HORIN: Applicant simply will note their except-

2 ions to the Board's ruling.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: You never have to do that. You can

4 always appeal any rulj ng that's prejudicial.

5 MRS. ELLIS: Could the Board state now, where I can

6 find it easily on my tape, the ruling for me?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: The ruling is that you must, at your

8 peril, respond on or before the time that the staff responds

9 for each motion. You're over on your deadline on all of

10 these matters and we're giving good cause because we're al-

11 lowing you'~to have the extension ecual to the amount of the

12 time that the staff is taking.

13 MRS. ELLIS: Alright. but this is with the under-

I4 standing that the staff will inform us so that we will have

15 adequate time to file a week before theirs or this to beat

16 the staff?

17 JUDGE BLOCH: No, they're just going to give you!

18 good faith information on when they're going to file. They

19 gave us information here. They're going to - they should be

able to give you a week's notice if they're going to beat20

their schedule by a substantial amount. I think that is21

fair.22

MRS. ELLIS: Alright.23

JUDGE BLOCH: Now, Mrs. Ellis, the only question24
-

therefore, is whether there are outstanding discovery25
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1

matters of importance - well first, let me state that apart

2 from that, you're going to have to also beat the staff in

3 the same way with respect to showing that you need addition-

4 al information. Now, you must comply with the regulation

5 on thehrequirement that you need additional information.

6 That's the one we talked about earlier. Do you know what

7 I'm talking about, Mrs. Ellis?

8 MRS. ELLIS: I think so. I'm not sure how to do it

9 exactly, but --

10 JUDGE BLOCH: You file an affidavit that states the

11 information you need and why you need it.

12 MRS. ELLIS: Alright.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: And why you can't get it. Now, in

14 addition, you have some discovery requests cutstanding that

15 you think you need. Let's go down what you think is out-

16 standing and let's have the applicants respond quickly as

17 to whether it is outstanding and then you'll further par-

18 ticularize if - your reasons if there is a disagreement.

19 MRS. ELLIS: Alright. Before we get to that, there

20 is one other matter that has to do with this. There are

21_ some items which we have not had a conference with the appli-

22 cants and the staff on, partly because we've been busy, but

23 also because the staff and the applicants have been involved

24 in the hearings and it was our understanding that in hearings,

25 what these depositions,in effect, are that it'd count as

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
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' far as time ---

2 JUDGE 3 LOCH: Mrs. Ellis, that couldn't have been

3 your understanding because I told you that you weren't going

4 to be able to count on that.

5 MRS. ELLIS: Alright, but the reason that we have not

6 asked for a conference call on this is beccuse they were

7 tied up on many of these things.

8 --

9 When do we have to have -- I beg your pardon?

10 MR. HORIN: If you'd like to go over the remaining

11 motions for the summary dispositions, we'll do it tonight.

12 MRS. ELLIS: I have a question pending first.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, their answer is that they're will-

14 ing to have a conference with you tonight if you need a con-

15 ference.

16 MRS. ELLIS: I don't think Mr. Walsh vill be avail-

17 able tonight, but we can set one'up today. When will the

18 time - when would we have to file or to have a conference and

19 ask for this information for it to be a valid request? |

JUDGE BLOCH: Which information?20

MRS. ELLIS: Alright, there are some items which we
21

have not requested discovery on.
22

JUDGE BLOCH: Well, you are over your deadlines in
23

responding to summary disposition. It's going to be diffi-
24

_

cult to obtain discovery at this point. You're going to have
25
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1 |

| to file those motions showing - complying with the rule.

2
MRS'. ELLIS: On some of them we are not - there is

3
one in particular, I know, that we received, I think, after

4
the intimidation hearings had started, like a month ago.

5
JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, well the rule requires 2 749c is

6
straightfortard. You're going to have to comply with it.

7
MRS. ELLIS: I --

8
JUDGE BLOCH: If you have a discovery request you

can file it, but it doesn't excuse your filing the answer to

10
the summary disposition motion.

" MRS. ELLIS: Ok. Ok. Which item were we on? Item

2 3, I believe. Before we get away from item 2 which is damp-

.13 ing factors, does the staff anticipate that our filing on

14 August 6 will be'the time to comply with our deadline?

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, your deadline has been

16 just set by the Board in a different way from that. Your

17 filing on August 6 will be before the staff.

18 MRS. ELLIS: That's what I'm asking. the staff, if

19 they anticipate filing before on that particular one?

20 JUDGE BLOCH: What we're discussing now.is outstand-

21 ing discovery requests, that's all.

22' MRS. ELLIS: Ok. On item 3, which is AWS-ASME codeg

23 provisions for design, we show that we have at least one open

.24 item on that, under item 3

i 25 ~MR. HORIN: What is that, Mrs. Ellis?
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1 MRS. ELLIS: Regarding a statement that there is docu -

2 mentation to the QA group in August of 1982 reflecting that

3 Well's design at Mattapeak we're using configurations virtu-

4 ally identical with that noted in appendix B of AWS-B-1.1

5 regarding the effective probe thickness for skewed T-joint

6 wells. We requested some form of written documentation to

7 .show that this was incorporated into tne design manual for

8 PSE IPP-Grinnell and MPSI, whatever exists on it - procedure

9 or whatever. If not proceduralized, we wanted the documenta-

10 tion-that they knew to do this and were, in fact, doing it.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: And what's the status of your response

12 on that, Mr. Horin?

13 MR. HORIN: I have nc reccrd of that being a request.

~

14 MRS. ELLIS: This is in the transcript of the June

is 6, 1984 conference call transcript, transcript pages 19 thru

16 21,

17 JUDGE BLOCH: And we said that it should be supplied,

18 Mrs. Ellia?

19 MRS. ELLIS: Yes, the Board has never ruled on it.

These are_thingc that,to our understanding, were going to be20

acquired from - things that we had asked for in the confer-21

ence call.22

MR. HORIN: Excuse me,_ Judge Bloch?23

JUDGE BLOCH:What is this, an informal conference call ?
24

The Board wasn't on it?Y 25
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1

MRS. ELLIS: Right.

2
MR. HORIN: This was the informal conference call

3
between the parties to work out getting documents exchanged

4
between the parties.

5
JUDGE BLOCH: Was there an agreement there that the

6
applicants would provide that?

MRS. ELLIS: That was my understanding.

8
MR. HORIN: And my understanding was that there was

9
one outstanding discovery request with respect to the AWS

10
matter and that had to do with documentation concerning the

"
statement in the AWS code regarding the -- application to

12 arc' tubular structures and its relationship to design and

13 fabrication of other types of structures, euch as nuclear

14 plants. We provided that on June 20th.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Since June 20th, Mrs. Ellis, did you

16 indicate to anyone that this was still outstanding?

17 MRS. ELLIS: These were all - we have not discussed

18 this previously with the applicants on these. These are -

19 it was our understanding that everyone had the transcript.
i

20 They knew which items we wanted. We didn't know we were

21 going to have to additionally make a list.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: I see. Was a transcript kept of that

23 conference?

24 MRS. ELLIS: Yes.

' 25 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, I guess, Mr. Horin, you better
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1
~

check the transcript and see if it was asked and what the
i

2 status-was in the transcript? Now, Mrs. Ellis, I do think

~3 that when you've got items like that that you shouldn't let

4 them go for more than a month. Was there any indication that

5 you thought you had finished your response in that June 20th

6 letter, Mr. Horin?

7 MR. HORIN: Pardon?

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Should Mrs. Ellis have understood from

9 the June 20th letter in which you provided that information

to that you thought that was all you owed on that matter?

11 MR. HORIN: I don't have that letter before me.

12 Perhaps, Mrs. Ellis doec.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, it may just be a complete miss of

~''
14 communication. Why don't you look at that transcript page

15 and see if you can provide it for Mr. Horin?

16 Now, let'.s continue.

MRS: ELLIS: Alright. I'm looking at the June 21st17
,

letter.18

JUDGE BLOCH: Well, one second, before - so we don'tig

get any more misunderstanding. If you can't furnish it Mr.20

Horin and you can't reach an agreement, will you please have
21

us either file comething or we'll have to consider it in a
22

conference call again.
23

MR. HORIN: I'm going to research this immediately.
24

JUDGE BLOCH: Ok. Well, can - we may 'oe able to come
25
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1 back to it. Mrs. Ellis; continue.

2 MRS. ELLIS: Alright. There is another item. Now,

3 on this one, since it was a staff question, it might be for

4 my review this morning. This might have been answered and

5- if it has been, please just advise me and I'll go on. It

6 appears to me, from what I have seen, that it has not been.

7 This is still in regard to the AWS and ASME item. This may

8 be the one Mr. Horin was talking about earlier.

9 Item 10 regarding applicant's statement that these

10 conditions are not -- tubular members used at Mattapeak and

11 that they do not apply to the relatively small tubular mem-

12 bers used at - . We wanted documentation that that state-

13 ment is correct and I believe it was stated during the con-
/

14 ference call that began with the June 6th conference call

15 that this was also a staff question. This was at trans-

16 cript pages 24 thru 30.

17 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, my recollection is that
,

18 that is the item which I referred to earlier. We provided

19 a page out of the AWS code responding to that.

MRS. ELLIS: Do you know when that was? I tried to
20<

,

go through this morning and find all of that.
L 21

MR. HORIN: It was in our June 20th letter.
22

MRS. ELLIS: Just a moment.23

JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, I-think maybe we shouldn't
24

be searching for that now. Can we continue and maybe come'

25
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I back to it?

2 MRS. ELLIS: Alright. I believe that what was
_

3 supplied was simply a code section, which is not what we're

4 asking for here. We want to know whether these conditions

5 are present at Commanche Peak.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Was it, in fact, a staff question also

7 does anyone know that? Because if it was, there was an ans-

8 wer provided to the staff. No one knows? Is anybody there?

9 MR. MILUN7: Tnis is Mr. Mizuno. I'm trying to un-

to derstand what ' Irs. Ellis is referring to and I'm not quite

11 sure, but I hav: a recollection that Mrs. Ellis may have

12 asked that question. I'm<r.nsure whether tbe staff asked any

13 questions '.n th1t c rea. I do know thrtt the staff had two

~

14 questions. I'm aware o.? u o questiens that the staff did

15 ask -- that they were talking about, but my recollection

16 might not be sure at this point.

*7 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, did you receive the ans-

18 wers that the applicant gave to the staff or not?

19 MRS. ELLIS: We had asked for all the information

20 to be provided to us that the applicants provided to the

21 staff and we were told that this would be - that when they

22 had meetings or anything like that it would be provided as

23 part of the transcript, attached to the transcript. So far

24 I'm not absolutely positive about this, I didn't have time

)
_ 25 to thoroughly go through the attached pages to the transcript .
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok. Let's try to continue with an-

2
) other discovery matter that's outstanding. I think what you

3 wanted there was documentation that those tubular structures

4 that would be covered by the code did not exist at Commanche

5 Peak?

6 MRS. ELLIS: The applicant's statement was that these

7 conditions are not present in tubular members used at Com-

e manche Peak and that they did not apply to the relatively

9 small tubular members used in pipe supports at Commanche

10 Peak. And we wanted documentation that that statement was

11 correct.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: You don't know whether there is such

13 documentation, do you, Mr. Horin?

14' MR. HORIN: My recollection of this is that there

15 was a -- section or closed discussion of the AWS code re-

18 garding its application to large tubular structures. We
L

17 provided that to Mrs. Ellis. We believe that that clearly

18 demonstrates the applicability of the particular code sec-

19 tion that they had a question as to large versus smaller

20 tubular sections -- Commanche Peak.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, it seems to me, Mrs. Ellis, that

22 Mr. Doyle and Mr. Walsh know enough about the plant so that

23 if that's wrong - they've seen a lot of the drawings of this

P ant. I think they would know. I think that the AWS sec-l24
-

25 tion ought to be enough under the circunstances.
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1' MR. MlZUNO: Chairman Bloch, this is Mr. Mizuno.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes?
.

3 MR. MIZUNO: That additional discussion - I have

4 found I now understand what Mrs. 2111s is talking about and

5 the staff did request the applicant to -.for a review of

6 their pipe support designs to see whether they had a parti-

7 cular tube scale of dimension used at the Commanche Peak.

8 That was one of the open stock questions and we did receive

9 a reply on that.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, so it should be attached to the

11 transcript.

12 MR. MIZUNO: No, it was supplied to us in a letter,

13 Mr. Horin knows what I'm referring to there. It was - the
,

''

14 attachments to the transcript were only issued for exchange

15 during the meeting. In other words, if the staff asked a

16 question and the applicant had a document at thatLtime which

17 responded to the staff, not; only would the staff have the

18 document, but it was agreed that a copy of the document would

19 also be bounded to the transcript at that time. So, Mrs.

20 Ellis then and Mr. Doyle would all have the document, when

21 we sent the copies of the transcript to them. But if there

22 were, again, additional matters which the applicants could

23 not respond to at the meeting, you know, they would have to

send it to us later. My recollection is that the applicants24

/ 25 did respond to that question as an attachment to a letter
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1 and Mr. Horin -- last week when he told us that the letter
,

!

2 had gone out, that copies had been sent to Mrs. Ellis.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, so that's the status of that.

4 Now, Mrs. Ellis, the next matter.

5 MRS. ELLIS: Ok. If the applicants could let us know

6 on that then we can be sure that we have that letter and have

7 that document. I'd appreciate that.

8 MR. HORIN: What was that, Mrs. Ellis?

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, do you want to know the date of

10 the letter? Is that the problem?
.

11 MRS. ELLIS: Yes. I don't - from my research this

12 morning I don't find that particular document. It may be

13 here somewhere, but --

14 JUDGE BLOCH: So you need the date of the letter?

15 MRS. ELLIS: Yes.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: If you could supply that sometime, Mr.

17 Horin? Now, let's go on to the next matter.

18 MRS. ELLIS: Alright. On the next item, it would

19 be item 4, friction forces and I'm showing an outstanding

20 item on this one. It's under item 6,-documentation that ITT

21 Vernell uses a factor of safety of 5 to 1 for pipe supports.

22 Applicant stated that ITT-Vernell had also committed to this

23 and -- specifications 23,23 MS46A. On that one, I believe

that we had stated that there was a portion in the PSE man-24

ual or in that - that's not too clear here - I have a25
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1 reference here that has Mark Walsh's name by it, that's sec-
u

2 tion 17, pages 12 thru 15 of 364 of PSE manual.

3 A factor of safety of 4.

4 MR. HORIN: Mrs. Ellis, that's - I'm unable to

5 discern exactly what you're speaking of. My notes on this

6 motion indicate that the only two outstanding matters were

7 to confirm if an -- factor with respect to -- of friction

8 forces. We have previously provided - from ITT-Vernell

9 that applies to everybody with respect to the consideration

10 of friction forces with the factor of safety -- and we re-

11 presented that to Case during the conference call and the

12 only outstanding question had to do with what -- was. In

13 fact, confirmation of -- forces in our June 28th letter.
)

14 The only other outstanding -- the only other discovery re-

15 quest I have noted here with respect to this motion was a

16 calculation which was referenced in one of the calculations

17 we provided with our motion. We provided 5 calculations or

18 so and there was another calculation in reference to one of

ig those. We provided that calculation in our June 20th letter.

MRS. ELLIS: Yes, we have that.20
.

MR. HORIN: I have no outstanding discovery request21

on this item.22

JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis, I'm beginning to get the23

24 feeling that this is che kind of discussion that should go

on without the Board.
- 25
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I MRS. ELLIS: That's part of my thinking too, in

2 alot of this, except that I'm a little concerned about our

3 deadline problems, if it gets to be a problem.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Yeah, but it's really not.the Board's

5 job to be present at a discussion in which you find out

6 whether or not you already have information. If you really

7 had a complaint, a real grievance, we should be here, but I

8 don't think you know at thi.s point that you have any real

9 grievances.

10 MRS. ELLIS; Well, I think we have demonstrated that

11 there are still several open items.

12 JUDGE BLOCH; Well, you have one, the sample from the
-

13 design drawings and the calculations.
- ., ;

14 MRS. ELLIS; And we have the A500 steel matter.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: You may bave a second one there, I'm

16 not --

17 MRS ELLIS; The AWS-ASME matter.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: The ASME matter wasn't even clear af-

19 ter the discussion that you had anything left.

MRS. ELLIS: That was on one item, not on the other20

item.21

JUDGE BLOCH: 'Ok. But in each case, when you do22

I
i have the problem - well, I just would like you to talk to me23

now about ones where you know you've got a problem. If you
24

25 don't know, then you talk to Mr. Horin about it and set up
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I a call later.

2 MRS. ELLIS: Alright, I think that would be approp-

3 riate. Mr. Horin, will you be there at your hotel or --

4 MR. HORIN: Yes, I will.

5 MRS. ELLIS: Alright, we'll discuss it then and get

6 back to the Board if necessary.

7 MR. HORIN: Ok. Mr. Chairman, I think it's approp-

8 riate for me to point out that for your reference in going

9 back over your notes that we have only one item that remains

10 outstanding as far as we're aware. And that is 3 of the 41

11 references in the safety factor motion. We've provided 38

12 of those, to our knowledge. That is the only item that we

13 are aware of that we have not provided responses by either
!

14 yourself or the staff. We have provided both the staff and

15 yourself with the responses to the questions from the other

16 party.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Mizuno, you were saying?

18 MR. '4IZUNO: Yes, I was going to say something, but

19 I don't know whether it's appropriate at this point.

JUDGE BLOCH: I can't tell you because I don't know20

21 what you're going to say.

MR. MIZUNO: I understood that this phone call was22,

23 called in part because Mrs. Ellis had complaints that she

could not respond to various motions pursuing these positions24

) because applicants haven't responded to her discovery. After25
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I sitting here for an hour talking about this, it's clear that

2 Mrs. Ellis doesn't even know what things are open and what
/

3 things aren't. I just would like to point out that this

4 doesn't appear to -- the kind of -- thing that the intervenor

5 is required to show in order to get an extension of time to

6 respond to these motions for -- I think it's clear that MRs.

7 Ellis - that Case has not been very diligent in addressing the

8 motions for summary disposition.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, but we only allow one motion for

to reconsideration, Mr. Mizuno. This la your second motion for

11 . reconsideration. We're not going to listen to it.

12 MR. MIZUNO: Ok.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Alright, now the hearing appears to be

14 at a.close, is that correct?

15 MRS. ELLIS: I have some other items. I would like

.16 to just state for the record in light of Mr. Horin's comment

17 that we show open items on the A500 steel, AWS-ASME code

18 provisions for design, friction force --

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Mrs. Ellis? I'm sorry, I don't want

to bother with that. You're going to talk to Mr. Horin -I20

21 know him well, Mr. Horin. We don't need to do that on the

record. Now, what do you have to do on this call? Is there
22

anything else the Board must be involved in?i 23

MRS. ELLIS: Alright. There is one further thing
24

that is of concern to us. Even though we had stated that Mr.25
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1 Royceman and Miss Guard would be handling the intimidation

2 hearings, we never meant to imply that I did not plan to

3 assist them in every way possible. Our immediate concern is

> 4 that in our efforts to try to speed up the intimidation hear-

5 ings we made arrangements, at no little difficulty, to have

6 other attorneys come in to assist us, which moved the hearings

7 up by almost a month and, at the time it was first discussed,

8 welding findings were tied to the participative findings for

9 the intimidation hearings, which would have been around Sep-

10 tember 17 or so when they would have been due.

11 And that we had no problem with. I would have had to

12 do son.e juggling, but I could have managed it. However, when

13 we made the arrangements and did speed up the hearings on the
,

14 intimidation, the welding findings also suddenly jumpred

15 without any discussion or anything about it to August 20th,

16 almost a month earlier than they were before. I feel that

17 this has put a great burden on me, personally, and made it

18 very difficult, if not inpossible, to help with the intimida-

19 tion hearings as I feel I should be.

20 And I guess at this poitit I'm asking the Board verb-

21 ally as the motion for reconsideration to change the welding

22 findings date back to the original one which had been discuss-

ed earlier.23

JUDGE BLOCH: Ok, I take it you are in violation of24

'- 25 the 10 day rule that we don't listen to motions for
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1 reconsideration after 10 days?

2 MRS. ELLIS: I think that I had indicated something

3 along this line previously and we had not really been in a

4 form to really address it at the time, but I know 1 have ex-

5 pressed some concerns about this - about the timing.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: That doesn't do. If you need to move

7 for reconsideration, you've got to do it in a motion or you

8 have to do it on the record and the fact that we don't have

9 a hearing doesn't mean that ycu can wait for more than the

10 10 days. We can, at our discretion, decide that we would

11 change that date. I am concerned that an August 27th filing

12 date --

13 MRS. ELLIS: August 20th for that.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: August 20th? I guess the Board's need

157 for the filings is that we have an opportunity to get the,
_

16 entire set of filings in. By the time we have the filings in

17 on the intimidation issues. I'm not - on the welding issue

18 - so we directed when we were done with the hearings that the

19 parties begin preparing findings. That's just as we did with
,

the Cat team. There is no reason why we couldn't have a dead-20

line consistent with the Board's need to have the welding
- 21

findings to look at the same time as it looks at the intimi-22

23 dation findings. There was really a lot of leeway on that.

Could the applicants assist us in knowing what dead-24

line we really need so that the last filing on welding will25
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! I come in at the same time that we get the findings on intimi-

2 dation?

3 MR. R5YNOLDS: This is Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Chairman.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, sir.

5 MR. REYNOLDS: -- that the Board's scheduling of

6 the filing of findings on welding was reasonable when it was

7 made. I can understand the Board's concern that if it's

8 delayed until the very last minute the filing of findings on

9 all of these issues, the Board is going to be overwhelmed in

10 September.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, we've already got that problem

12 because the staff isn't filing until August 27th on the

,
13 summary disposition motions.

14 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, but the delay in the filing of

!

15 findings on welding will just exacerbate that problem. I

16 think that the Board's inclination on Mrs. Ellis' motion for

17 reconsideration of that deadline is correct. She did not

18 _ file timely. The Board has repeatedly and consistently ruled

19 that one must move for reconsideration within 10 days or be

deemed to have waived it. Now, of course, you have discretior20

21 to schedule it as you see fit, but we think that in this case

there is no reason for the Board to change that date. You22

23 have already given Mrs. Ellis more relief on the summary dis-
,

24 position regarding pipe supports than she asked for. So I

- 25 would suggest that there is no need here to change her
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1 schedule because if you do then we're virtually left with no

2 deadlines at all. It's just a matter of Mrs. Ellis filing
-

3 whenever she wants to. Your admonition to the parties has

4 also been consistent that when hearings are finished we should

5 all start to prepare our findings in anticipation of the

6 Board calling for them by a date - .

7 Now you have called for them and here we have Mrs.

8 Ellis complaining about the burdens of filing pursuant to

9 your deadline.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Dr. Jordan, I'm going to rule in

11 favor of the applicants on this and not change the deadline.

12 Do you have any problem with that?

13 DR. JORDAN: No, I think not.
!

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Ok. Mrs. Ellis, I guess we do - what

15 we're doing - there is only one matter other that we have to

16 schedule findings on and that's the Cat team and we're going

17 to await for staff's advice on that. Is that a correct

18 statement ~of our earlier understanding? Mr. Mizuno?

19 MR. TREBY : This is Mr. Treby. Our understanding

20 was that we have some information to give you on the Cat stuff .

JUDGE BLOCH: Now you mean?21

MR. TRE3Y: Whether there was some open matters other22

than documentation and --23

JUDGE BLOCH: You were going to advise us of that24

later. You don't have it now, right?/ 25
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1 MR. TREBY: That's right, I don't have that now.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Good. I was just restating that. Mrs.

3 Ellis, is there anything else the Board must consider now?

4 MRS. ELLIS: There is one further comment that I

5 would like to make.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: I don't really want comments. If it's

7 something the Board has to decide, let's have it as a comment,

8 but if it's not something the Board is going to decide, let's

9 realize that you've got come things that just don't belong

to in the record.

11 MRS. ELLIS: I'm not clear as to the Board's - we

12 asked for a motion for a reconsideration and the Board turned

13 us down on that last one, is that correct?
?

14 JUDGE BLOCH: That's correct.

15 MRS. ELLIS: We're not allowed to file a motion for

16 reconsideration?

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, we denied the motion based on

18 lack of timeliness and on the fact that there was adequate

19 time for you to prepare, given the fact that the hearing was

held a long time ago.20

MRS. ELLIS: Alright.
21

JUDGE BLOCH: Do any of the other parties have
22

matters to bring before us?
23

MR. HORIN: No, sir.
24

,_

LJ .TUDGE BLOCH: Ok, there being none, the hearing is
25
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1 ad,journed.
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